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Abstract:
Committee ofN is a collaborative card game where players deepen their
learning about educational policy and the history of education in the U.S. by creating
new kinds of schools based on design constraints implemented through random
card draws. In the core game play, players are randomly assigned educational
values (e.g. belief in multiple intelligences or achievement on high-stakes tests) from
a deck along with a specific school element (bell schedule, graduation requirements,
etc.), and they then creatively design the element to reflect their assigned values. By
using cards as context for discussion, research, and design, undergraduate
education students become animated about the possibilities of designing
and imagining the school they would most like to teach in, grounded in theory and
practice. By examining student work created in the normal course of class, by
interviewing students and teaching staff, and by examining student artifacts, I make
the case that students are learning and reflecting as educational professionals. I
argue that both game affordances and construction kit affordances help students
create a constructive lens, marking a professional capacity to decompose existing
learning environments as well as to modify and design their own.
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CHAPTER1

INTRODUCTION
This dissertation describes the development of a low-risk learning environment in
which students learn key ideas and issues, historical and contemporary, of U.S.
educational policy and practice by designing their own schools and, in the process
come to see schooling through a new lens. This learning environment, called
Committee ofN, uses the affordances of both games (especially games for learning)
and of construction kits to create an interactive design experience and an
experience of deliberative future making. These are practices that I believe
undergird teacher practice but are not necessarily skills explicitly taught in schools
of education. We hope that by using this game, we are demonstrating a form of
practice that may replace more elitist and top-down forms of solving problems in
education.
The Committee of Ten was a group of elite educators who, in 1892, were convened
to try to standardize public schooling for the upper grades. They were illustrious
educators, the top of their field. They represented institutions of higher learning like
Harvard University, the University of Michigan, and Vassar and Oberlin Colleges, and
also tony schools like the Lawrenceville School in New Jersey and the High School in
Albany, New York. Following their deliberations, they created a report that formed
the bedrock that shaped schooling and the lives of teenaged Americans for over a
century. Their work formed a platform for subsequent ideas that shape the
everyday of high schoolers, what Tyack and Cuban (1995) call the "grammar of
schooling," including disciplinary study, the Carnegie Unit (a portable unit of
learning, like a class, that is legible across institutions), daily bell schedules, etc. It is
difficult to overstate the impact they had.
Which is why a story shared by a colleague from another institution, after viewing
Committee ofN, instills both a humility about the impact of one's work and a hope
for all the opportunities for change to come:
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since you have done some historical referencing and investigation - as noted
by the reverie for the Committee of Ten, and being minds of science, you
might appreciate the following point associated with the committee's
unparalleled wisdom.
For many many decades the high school curriculum was presented in the
order: Biology, Chemistry, Physics. However, most people who follow that
progression find themselves asking "But wait, I wish I would have had this
(physics) at the same time or even before chemistry." Or, "I wish I had had
physics and chemistry before Biology."
Guess why the nexus of science subjects were presented in that order for so
long.
Alphabetical.
You have to love that.
This is why the logo for Committee ofN has a kind of Harvard look, with the "N"
emblazoned on a shield in the "Princeton" font. Frankly, it is fun to take shots at the
elite, and this game is about the transfer of power from an elite to those who do the
actual teaching, to those who know what do for their students and long to be viewed
as professionals in their field. While there can be an important role for expertise and
nuanced understanding, there is also a need in the U.S. for a grassroots movement
by educators to claim their profession, to be educated carefully, and to have the
opportunity to develop and hone their intuition in order to do what may be best for
their students, even if it may appear to be counter to best practices established in
schools of education.

Fig. 1: The backfor Committee of N'sfirst printediteration.

For those who are afraid that the quality of instruction might decrease in such a
situation, I would propose that teachers being positioned in a deliberative,
collaborative posture with one another would mitigate the loss of high theory
imposed from the outside. Sometimes a group of teachers needs to exist to interpose
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themselves between students and a group of elite experts who would conduct
science education alphabetically.
This is the inspiration for the work that follows. Within these pages is the story of
developing an intervention and trying to understand the impact that that
intervention is having in the world. We tried to continuously improve and to
understand the effect that it was having in the world. The game would expand
beyond the borders of itself as an activity, the boundaries of the class it was
designed to improve, and eventually the state. It has been mutated and
appropriated, and it does not show signs of stopping. As long as it appears to be
doing good in the world, I will cheer it on.
The game is also heavily indebted to scholarship in learning games and in creative
learning. The work being done to focus on learning through playful exploration and
on learning through making that drive conversation on transitioning from passive to
active learning in classrooms has been essential. This work, for instance, positions
the world as something to be explored by learners (Gee 2009; Squire, 2006), to be
discovered for the first time, and to be tinkered with in the process of learning
(Paper,1991; Resnick et al. 2000) drive the design and make it as engaging and
portable as it is. In this dissertation, I make the case for Committee ofN and describe
the game's past, present, and future.
In Chapter 2, I unfold a theory of teacher education that I and my colleagues in the
Scheller Teacher Education Program intuited more than planned at first. This must
be emphasized, that this chapter elaborates on intuitive work that we did,
attempting to really articulate a theory that operated sub rosa for the better part of
Committee ofN's development. The theory essentially states that one lens that one
can apply to the education of any young professional is to see them as undergoing
an important transformation of their identity and heavily engaged with their ideas
about the future. This is especially true when you are trying to make a case that
there is a place for them in the profession despite a century of reform coming to
very little. In order to help young professionals like student teachers (and student
teachers especially) during this transformation, we should be attending to their
anxieties, and building toy futures for them to experience and explore this possible
new professional future. In creating these possible futures, we should also be
helping them envision a positive future, one that they would want to be a part of.
In Chapter 3, I describe the process of creating Committee ofN. The game was
developed for implementation in an introductory education class, to help students
see a place for themselves in the field and in the future of the field. I first describe
the study, conducted in our teacher education classroom over the course of several
years. I follow the development of the game over the course of five iterations,
capturing revisions we made in response to data collected over the course of using
the game in class. Many changes were made, many ideas were assayed. By collecting
an account of how these changes were made, I hope to enable others to understand
the design deeply in order to make their own modifications and their own designs. It
10

is important to understand both the ways in which the game exists as a specific
designed experience that was implemented in our course in a response to a specific
problem, but also the embodiment of principles that can be used to develop other
similar approaches to teaching. This is done through engagement with student work
from during the game, reflections conducted after the game, and interviews with
students conducted both with staff members and with students. I attempt to
demonstrate that by easing some tensions and highlighting others, and by taking
students and their ideas seriously we can improve the use of classroom time in
career preparation programs like ours.
In Chapter 4, I detail the ways in which the game has been used outside of our class,
mainly at other universities with other pre-service teachers. By collecting stories of
how the game has been used, I try to elaborate the ways other instructors see this
kind of design experience and the ways in which they make it their own. I also make
the case that this kind of underspecified design is essential not just for student
learning but also for instructor engagement. By allowing for a great deal of flexibility
in the implementation of Committee ofN and inviting co-creation and adaptation, it
both allows for the ideas of Committee ofN to self-distribute and also for the ideas
thattheseinstructors and theirstudents generate to beincorporated backinto the
design. This creates a kind of de-centralized community of practice and possibly a
more robust offering.
In this work, we attempted to solve a problem of practice, and to share the work in
the vein of Schon's "reflective practitioner" (1983). In this dissertation I hope that I
unfold the case that changes can be made to the way we teach and learn, and that
those changes are made better with the more people we include in the process and
trust to make the best decisions for their local environments. If we're lucky,
someone someday will point out some dumb mistake we made.
Like introducing the sciences alphabetically.
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGNING A FUTURE IN TEACHING
"Excuse me, my seven-year-old son, who mere minutes ago lied about
whether he had to pee or not, just told me that you wouldn't give him any
ketchup even though he says he asked for it politely. Now I'm going to ask the
manager to move us to another server's table, and also fire you."
-from "IfPeople Talked to Other Professionalsthe Way They Talk to
Teachers"by Shannon Reed in McSweeney's Internet Tendency
"I've seen the future, and, boy, it's rough."
-The Artist Once Known as Prince
"You can't invent a design. You recognize it, in the fourth dimension."
-D.H. Lawrence

INTRODUCTION
Design work, in many cases, can be a product of what Seymour Papert called the modes of
the planner or of the bricoleur. A planner sees the world set out before them and makes a
plan sui generis of what needs to be done, where the bricoleur makes sense of the world in
real time as they build. The following is an attempt to elaborate a theory of teacher
education that was developed through bricolage, emerging from an attempt to solve a
problem in professional education using the tools and processes available at hand. While a
more complete description of the design process and the particular artifact will be covered
in a subsequent chapter, I am providing a high-level account here in order to anchor the
development of this theory.
This approach is a Design-Based Research approach, based in Barab's notion of "storied
truths." (Barab, 2014) Barab in particular notes that when it comes to design, intuitive
designs may need to be elaborated after the fact as expertise and one's intuitive knowledge
is not always immediately available to the rational mind, but this knowledge and expertise
is not to be dismissed out of hand as such.
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This work emerges from a response to challenges from students in our two course
introduction to education in our teacher education program. In 2016, we had students from
our spring course describe the process of our fall course as having been "depressing,"
particularly when we elaborated on the history of ideas about education, about what
schooling was for, about how learning functions, and about how to design learning
environments as a result. On the face of it, perhaps not a depressing set of topics, but the
relative ineffectiveness of these ideas in producing broad educational change on a national
scale (from reform programs like the Eight Year Study, for instance (Tyack & Cuban, 1995))
looms over the discussions and colors the experience. The teaching team gathered to seek
out a design response, elaborated in the next chapter. In this chapter, I am going to
elaborate the (at the time) unspoken intuitions that made our ultimate design solution feel
appropriate to pursue.
To begin with, I assert that the issue under discussion is that in a preprofessional context,
one way of thinking of our task is that we are transforming students into teachers, or at
least beginning the process and conducting it with their participation. Two major
components of this transformation are contending with issues of identity and contending
with issues of anxiety about thefuture. Embarking on a career path is inherently
transformative-one hopes to be transformed into some new type of person, a professional.
I stipulate that as instructors, we should consider student teachers to have futures and
potentials, but from their perspective they likely have questions, anxieties, blind spots and
more. To be a young person in any profession and considering your future is to have a
certain amount of anxiety about your identity-is this the right place for me? Do I enjoy this?
Will this allow me to have a successful life? A life that I want? A profession that has as many
questions looming for it as teaching does may make this questioning even more anxietyprovoking. Teacher educators then must develop design principles for their learning
environments that reflect this understanding.
It is worth noting that this study addresses what can be done in classroom time. A crucial
method for helping pre-service teachers address these questions and anxieties is for them
to spend a great deal of time in practical experiences-classroom observation, student
teaching etc. (Darling-Hammond & Sykes, 1999; Ball & Forzani, 2009; McDonald, Kazemi,
& Kavanagh, 2013; Zeichner, 2009; Zeichner, 2012). In academic settings however,
instructors must find ways to work within academic frameworks to provide useful
activities and experiences in the traditional classroom. One potential avenue is to engage in
pedagogical rehearsals for professional practice, iteratively rehearsing skills, learning with
peers, and reflecting on these activities, both alone and in groups (Grossman, Hammerness,
& McDonald, 2009; McDonald et al., 2013).
DESIGN FOR TRANSFORMATION
TransformationalLearning Theory
To begin with, what could it mean to design for transformation? In transformative learning
theory (see Mezirow, 1997), educators can target a paradigm shift or perspective
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transformation as a learning goal, often for adults. According to Mezirow (1991, p. 167)
describes perspective transformation as:
. . the process of becoming critically aware of how and why our assumptions have
come to constrain the way we perceive, understand, and feel about our world;
changing these structures of habitual expectation to make possible a more inclusive,
discriminating, and integrating perspective; and finally, making choices or
otherwise acting upon these new understandings.
This stands in contrast to the assimilative learning paradigm in which information is
simply incorporated to their existing understandings of the world. I would argue that
teacher education is a field that makes undergraduate students perhaps uniquely in need of
a paradigm as shift as they have (in most cases) come directly from high school at the end
of a more or less unbroken career of schooling since they were very young. If these
students are self-selecting into education, they may also be seeking to replicate a wonderful
experience they had as a student, perhaps emulating a favorite teacher or school culture.
To prepare them to be effective teachers though, they should be introduced to a broad
variety of approaches to education in order to transition to the full lens of a professional
educator.
According to Dr. Kelly McGonigal, a psychology professor and twin sister of game
designer/scholar/futurist Jane McGonigal (2005), in transformational learning theory,
there are several conditions and processes that create a transformational educational
experience:
1. an activating event that exposes the limitations of a student's current
knowledge/approach;
2. opportunities for the student to identify and articulate the underlying
assumptions in the student's current knowledge/approach;
3. critical self-reflection as the student considers where these underlying
assumptions came from, how these assumptions influenced or limited
understanding;
4. critical discourse with other students and the instructor as the group examines
alternative ideas and approaches;
5. opportunities to test and apply new perspectives.
When these processes occur, students are more likely to revise their underlying
assumptions, adopt a new paradigm, and apply this new paradigm (Cranton, 2002).
McGonigal (2005) also highlights the emotional nature of transformational learning,
pointing out that students can often be quite naturally and understandably resistant to
changing the way they make sense of the world around them, particularly if they have
already been successful students with their current understandings. She also cites evidence
15

that even enthusiastic students can be resistant to perspective transformation (Illeris,
2003), but that this may be mitigated by contexts that, "encourage and rewards intellectual
openness." (Taylor, 1998).
TransformationalExperience Design
One way to understand the teacher educator's task in this situation is to see how meaning
is made and safety maintained in other transformative experiences. Design researcher Ida
Benedetto has made a study of situations in which adults need or seek transformative
experiences, regardless of whether they have explicitly educational goals. She studied sex
parties, funerals, and outdoor adventures-all highly charged experiences with group and
individual components. In her analysis, the risks people take open them up to
transformation. The risks create opportunities for people to be in charge of their own
experiences, to seek connection and intimacy with others (a resource she claims is in short
supply in contemporary American society and may be restored with more deliberately
designed transformative experiences). To this end, she identifies a "pattern language" for
the creation of transformative experience. Her design steps remarkably resemble the steps
developed by the field of experiential education AND the field of transformational
education. Designers should:
1. Identify the risk
2. Distill what is useful in the risk
3. Commit to an experience structure
4. Construct the Magic Circle
5. Hold the Space for Transformation
6. Close the Magic Circle
7. Check In (Benedetto, 2019)
The Magic Circle, as mentioned above, describes the bounded nature often afforded to
ceremonial and play spaces that creates an informal, imaginary boundary between the
enclosed experience and the rest of the world. The term was coined originally by Johan
Huiziunga (1938), advanced as a design tool in the early 2000s (Salen & Zimmerman,
2003), and fairly critiqued by scholars of (particularly online) play who note that while the
play experience is bounded, the effects can be felt and in fact will be felt when players leave
the circle (Consalvo, 2009; Taylor, 2009). Perhaps the clearest resolution of how to think of
the magic circle comes from Malaby (2007) in defining a game: "A game is a semibounded
and socially legitimate domain of contrived contingency that generates interpretable
outcomes." The Magic Circle then is that semibounded and legitimate domain of contrived
contingency. The interpretable outcomes-the game's meaning-remains up to the players.
Some may come out of their loss in a championship high school baseball game, shake the
hand of their opponent and say, "good game." Others may hate the opposing school all their
lives. What Salen and Zimmerman were pointing to is that designers need to attend to this
aspect of game and experience design.
To that end, Benedetto delineates the types of Risk, Magic Circle, Structure, and
Transformation may occur based on her research. The three types of risk are: Social,
Emotional, Physical. The Magic Circle types are Conditioned or Embraced. The
Transformation types are Repetitive, Acute, or Dramatic. To illuminate without elaborating,
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we might describe a typical classroom experience. There is, in most classrooms, no more
physical risk than average. Social risk may come from doing or saying the wrong thing,
particularly if one has become the center of attention, perhaps during an act of cold calling.
The degree of emotional risk may depend on how attentive one is or how meaningful the
topic at hand is for you that day. While a teacher can create a conditioned magic circle,
where the recreation and enforcement of norms is a central activity (more common with
younger children), most upper level courses have an embraced magic circle, in which
everyone wants to be there (more or less) and is working together to create a space for
activity. In most classes, the transformation tends to be repetitive, with a dramatic arc
perhaps, depending on how a syllabus is organized. Engaging with the course's ideas by
regularly showing up with the same people though is an important part of contemporary
educational practice.
Removal of the right anxiety can help, as can the introduction of appropriate risks. In order
to have a transformative experience, there must be some risk involved. In our current
moment, institutions have provided reliability, but we have strived to remove risk from
that day to day. A central critique of contemporary liberal politics is that elites have
attempted to remove all risk from the lives of institutions and from the lives of some while
introducing and ignoring catastrophic risk introduced into the lives of others (Frank,
2016). In the classroom as of late, from Kindergarten through college, we have seen
programs like No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top attempt to reduce the risk of giving
a child a bad education but instead constraining the life of the child so completely that they
are stressed and find free-thinking to be a challenge. This phenomenon, where not just
children, but everyone feels constrained by an implied loss of possibility has led Warren
Neidich to label the world, "The Statisticon." Berardi elaborates this theory, labeling
phenomena like the internet search "filter bubble" ("a reducer of future events into
probability and predictability") as "the mirror [that] acts as a generator that leads the
machine to anticipate and pre-package social behavior," all the way from individual
computer interactions to an entire way of being in the world, replicated at the highest
levels: "Statistical pre-emption is the mode of functioning of governance, the contemporary
form of political and economic power - a form of engendered determinism" (2017).
In order to support transformation, how do we deliberately design an experience to help
students better understand being a teacher (as opposed to taking existing ideas for
granted)? What risks can we introduce that can allow our students to thrive in the face of
uncertainty, to seek out the new, and to not be discouraged by what has been gone before
or proved to work "on average, in the population?" At least one answer may involve taking
their anxieties seriously and trying to remove distracting anxieties while activating useful
ones. Michel Thomas (Holmes, 2015) was known for actively working to make his course
space comfortable and producing incredible results in his language learning course, with
students developing deep understandings of Spanish in comfortable, beautiful
surroundings in a matter of weeks. This was attributed to the fact that he actively reduced
the ambient list of things to worry about in their lives while they learned. And he attributed
his inspiration for this approach to working undercover against the Nazis in World War II
and seeing how their need to know everything, to control everything around them made
them vulnerable.
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Diana Hess of the University of Wisconsin-Madison has written extensively about managing
controversy in classroom situations, and many useful tools like "kicking the box open or
closed" may be useful to teacher educators who wish to have deliberation and/or
discussion in their civic game. Hess asks that we conceive of a controversial topic as a box
that can be closed or open. The educational value of trying to kick an open topic closed or
kick a closed topic open is immense, but one ought not try to kick an open topic further
open, completely upsetting the box. (Hess, 2009)
And, as I will describe below, games can provide an example in that good games are already
designed with risk, fear, and expectations management incorporated into the experience.
TransformationalIdentity
Finally, teacher educators may wish to consider more straightforward notions of
transformation, namely the notion of transformational identity. While this notion will be
discussed more extensively in the next section, it is worth pointing out that educators,
particularly those in the games-based education field, have advanced the possibility that
learners engaged in "doing and being" practices in a game that simulates the epistemic
approaches and tasks of a desired job such as urban planner or scientist may take on that
identity or some portion of it in a durable way after the experience (Shaffer, 2006).
Is this just wordplay? Are all of these types of transformational experience compatible with
one another? I see a way to thread the needle to join these ideas in order to develop a
transformational design paradigm that can benefit new teacher education students. First, I
advance that it is correct to attempt perspective transformation with these students
because their professional understanding of education must be broadened beyond their
own schooling experiences and perhaps what they have accessed through cultural artifacts
like film and television. Second, students choosing to become teachers will likely have very
closely held ideas about what good learning looks like and how it functions-it is the
responsibility of their professors to carefully design the teacher education classroom and
the experience to guide students through this meaning making process. Third, one key way
to manage student anxieties may be to empower them through experiences that allow them
to practice skills that may be challenging in practica but are still legitimate professional
skills. In sum, teacher educators must recognize the important identity work being done by
student teachers to change their identity from "student" to "teacher" in even the most
introductory education classes.
DESIGN FOR IDENTITY
Identity is a slippery concept in education, and student teachers may be facing several
anxieties of identity-what does it mean to be a teacher? Will I be a good one? Is this really
what I want to do? Because these opportunities for personal meaning making are coming
during coursework, they are coming in a designed experience. The designers (in this case,
teacher educators) must draw from good work on identity in designed experience,
especially those experiences designed for learning. This section presents one argument for
how teacher educators can design their learning environments to incorporate what we
know about identity. In order to limit the discussion to design and to keep the focus on
18

elaborating an intuitive design theory for our own course, this section will focus on identity
through the lens of the affordances of designed experiences, including games and other
similar experiences to develop participant identities as part of a learning process. (This
may also anchor the work in bricolageas, being a teacher education program aligned with
an educational game design lab, we made use of the tools we had at hand.)
In the field of learning sciences and the work integrating identity starts with games as a
place to "be and do," where playing the game allows players/learners to construct or
transform their identity into a desirable, learned one (Squire, 2005, Vygotsky, 1978). If
players are placed in a situation in which they enact the tools, skills, and processes of
professionals, they can take on an epistemological understanding of a professional field.
They develop a sense that they can participate in that profession, that they understand
something of that profession, and/or they can think like those professionals. This
understanding of games as a place where, by dint of inviting understanding, a game that
gets played encourages the understanding of a new way of seeing the world. Commercial
games have a tendency to not only invite players into a new semiotic domain, but to do so
in a scaffolded way (Gee, 2007).
Having players perform roles that they may not understand can promote perspectivetaking in the way that arguing another side in a debate might. A simulation is an excellent
place in which to come to understand the "semiotic domain" of a role or job by learning the
practices and language of those positions, as well as the situated meanings of them. And
understanding how tasks are divided among multiple roles in a game can help players
understand real-world divisions of labor and expertise. This can take instructors and
learners beyond "exposure to content" toward an enrichment of experience (Squire, 2006;
Dewey, 1938; Gee, 2007). "Ordinary" game players have tremendous access to the norms,
tools, and ideas associated with real world professionals and scholars than they did even in
the educational games of earlier
decades (Squire, 2006). These games

let players think, talk, and act in new
ways. Indeed, players come to inhabit
roles that are otherwise inaccessible
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with these experiences can engage in a deep learning about the design itself. Deep designed
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experiences like games have a tendency to not only expose their participants in the
simulated experience, but in the mechanisms and features of the experience. In the diagram
above, Squire charts the transition of many of his Apolyton University research subjects
who, over time, progressed from "users" of the videogame Civilization to "designers" of real
content for Civilization that could be played by others. In becoming interested in the
system through game play, these players could start seeking for exploits or "cheats" in the
game's systems, which would bring the player then gradually into the community of online
designers. It is through the community and the meaning making that happens there that a
cascading chain of skills that lead to the final of skill of "game design," a skill which
becomes an identity, "designer" (Squire, 2005). Shaffer, Squire, and Gee highlight the value
of these "epistemic games" by pointing to a student who played Squire et al.'s (2005)
Madison 2020 game with a literally transformed identity:
To work successfully within the norms of a community, players necessarily learn to
think as members of the community. Think for a moment about the student who,
after playing Madison 2200, walked down the same streets she had been on the day
before and noticed things she had never seen. This is situated learning at its most
profound - a transfer of ideas from one context to another that is elusive, rare, and
powerful. It happened not because the student learned more information but
because she learned it in the context of a new way of thinking - an epistemic frame
-

that let her see the world in a new way.

(Shaffer, Squire, Gee, 2005)
And even when things go wrong-or perhaps especially when things go wrong with the
frame, educators can use these moments of rupture, failure or unmet expectations as a
moment to drive in depth discussion of the frame, the profession, and student
understanding (and recalling a necessary component of transformational education theory,
above):
Just as games that initiate players into an epistemic frame depend on
epistemographic study of the training practices of a community, games designed to
transform an epistemic frame depend on detailed examination of how the mature
epistemic frame of a practice is organized and maintained - and on when and how
the frame becomes problematic. These critical moments of "expectation failure" are
the points of entry for reorganizing experienced practitioners' ways of thinking.
Building the common assumptions of an existing epistemic frame into a game allows
experienced professionals to cut right to the key learning moments.
(Shaffer, Squire, Gee, 2005)
These epistemic game approaches to identity, games, and learning, in order to produce a
transformational identity experience, often have a player participating as in a frame
desirable to society-play as an urban planner or scientist, and take on some identification
as being like an urban planner or scientist or having the qualities of being an urban planner
or scientist. But more recent work from Hayes, Devane, and Gaydos point out (as discussed
above) that games are only semibounded modes of experience, and players will bring
aspects of themselves into and out of the experience. Devane (2014) writes:
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A complementary perspective on learning and games would understand
identification as part and parcel of the dur6e of everyday life, as the activation of
multiple projects of self that are permeable and multivalent. Put differently, these
endeavors of identification are often relational, involving reciprocity between
significant events and durable self-understandings. As such, the actuation of
identities, through interaction with the game or social others, must also be
understood in relation to longer individual trajectories and larger cultural-historical
conditions.
In such a nexus, stronger or weaker linkages may exist between a learner's modes of
identification, the mediated action of game play, the constitutive conditions of
cultural-discursive processes, and the unique experience of personal development.
Instead of diagnosing an object of self, this analytic lens charts the changing
structure of self-social relations that continually engender identity. These relations
are made manifest at any given moment in a mode ofidentification, a recognizable
patterning of the nexus. In one context, an arrangement of the nexus might
foreground character representations in a game, whereas another might reveal a
self-in-play that aligns with cultural constructions of masculinity.
Devane and Gaydos (in press) then begin their advocacy for incorporating a mediational
analysis of game players, particularly in learning contexts, by describing Hayes' (2007)
gender focused study of play in Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind:
[T]wo adult women who played the game for dozens of hours, [and] Hayes found
that they both used the game to engage with identities familiar to them in their lives,
but also to experiment and play with other possible identities. Players showed a
desire to create a character that appears to avoid physical aggression in favor of
social interaction, while also developing a sense of mastery over the game's
mechanics (e.g. killing, exploring, healing). The women's game play, like their
character creation, also exhibited diverse choices and actions, evincing a
combination of individual motivations and cultural narratives at various
intersections of interacting identities.
These players are using their play in the game to engage in "longitudinal projects of the
self...reflecting players'own conceptions of who they are or imaginings of who they could
be" (Devane & Gaydos, in press). The authors advocate for consideration of these aspects of
identity into educational game design (specifically educational boardgame design). They
advocate for considering individuals identities as students and players (among others) to
be as key a design consideration as transforming identity. They focus on two main
considerations. The first, slippage, is the, "inevitable movement between frames," and the
second consideration is "the primacy of the play experience, particularly with regards to
designing for local adaptation" (Devane & Gaydos, in press). This work re-establishes that
learners are individuals working within their own nexus of identities, not just participants
in communities of practice (Devane, 2014).
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Fine (1983) identified that players of fantasy role playing games are attendant to the frame
of fantasy world of the game, the frame of the game rules, and the frame of the social world
occurring around them in the real world. In other words, as one might expect, players are
not only conducting the activity of gameplay during a tabletop gaming session. Devane and
Gaydos assert that the nexus of identities perspective,
asks who the players are playing as, including their in-game role (e.g. night elf) and
broader social role (student), and considers play to be a part of the sociocultural
environment in which it occurs. In this way, identities are not frames to be imposed
upon a player, as with science training games wherein students act like scientists to
"become" scientists. Instead, players' identities are seen as constructed in the
moment of and through play, at the intersection of their already existing and
continuously enacted identities.
Finally, they note that while most of the studies they reference were explicitly role-playing
games, games that target close player identification or interaction with a game character
role. The authors assert that they believe that a mediational perspective on identity is still a
relevant lens on gameplay.
Beyond games then, we should also draw on student teachers' sense of themselves as
citizens in the greater world. Student teachers may have a conception of themselves as a
helper, preparing to join a helping profession, but they may also need to have their
expectations adjusted and framed properly. Helen Haste of Harvard University and the
University of Bath in England points to four aspects of what she calls "citizenship
education," that civic educators might leverage in the design of coursework for young civic
learners: identity, positioning, narrative, and efficacy. While only one of these aspects is
actually called "identity," the other three are still arguably tools that allow an educator to
shape experiences in relation to relate to who the learners are (2004).
In discussing what identity means to civic orientation, Haste writes that the kinds of static,
factual civic information that we may associate with traditional social studies classes, (e.g.
the branches of government or the dates and places of history) can be brought to life for
individuals through careful attention to who the learners are. Experiences such as
contributing to local actions such as demonstrations or lobbying, or discussions and
analysis of personal values and opinions (including about national character and identity),
are essential tools for effective civic learning. Shaffer and others might refer to this as
adopting the epistemic frame of an active citizen, doing and being by participating in the
frames of the active citizen.
She also highlights positioning, an educational tool that essentially promotes framing and
reframing experience from different points of view as key to engagement. She describes a
study in which young black people volunteered in a homeless shelter: "Students discovered
that the homeless included white as well as black people, which disrupted their monolithic
view of white power. They discovered that the homeless were unfortunate, or in other
ways did not merit positioning as morally deficient-and that they also had self-respect, and
resisted being positioned as to be pitied."
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Third, Haste discusses narrativein two ways, stating that educators must be aware both of
the narrative ways in which human beings make sense of the world (including cause and
effect relationships) and the ways in which nations and historians construct narratives that
can draw people in while unfairly diminishing others. She says, "values and factual data are
not, of themselves, enough to engage and motivate, to become part of the young person's
identity. It is through the narratives that underpin and justify values that 'ownership' of
those values appears to happen'." For instance, young people prefer to attach their identity
to a successful period in their nation's history, which can be healthy and productive.
Educators and game designers must help them understand how historical narratives arise
and how those narratives may be incomplete or misguiding. A young person in the United
States may be rightly proud of the country's history of innovation for example going back to
the cotton gin, but they must also understand the full impact of slavery and how many
innovations were made possible by the capital provided by slavery.
Finally, she discusses how crucial efficacy is, or the ability to take action and feel effective.
Civic learners need to feel effective if they are to continue their engagement. There is
evidence that voting behavior increases if students already have a voice in their classrooms
and schools. Further, community activities, protests, and advocacy, "are highly effective
means of equipping young people with the identity, values, skills, and efficacy that make
them effective participants." She is careful to add though that these interventions are based
in schools or other organizations, which provide stability.
As Haste has written, young people's identities are a key part of their learning, and their
civic learning in particular. By presenting skills and content through the epistemological
frames of a job or otherwise understandable role, game developers can both ensure that
the tasks and ideas of the game are aligned with reality and relatable to the players.
At the same time, it is important to understand what Gee calls the "psychosocial
moratorium" affordance of games, in which players, through make-believe, are able to take
risks and try on identities that they might not otherwise try (2007). Designers must
carefully balance an understanding of their audience's personal, real-world identities and
the ways that roles feel available to them. Players must feel free to experiment and explore
in their game role, but facilitators must help players understand that, after the experience
ends, they can actually be scientists and politicians to facilitate the transfer the idea from
the experience.
Following this work, those designing coursework for student teachers may wish to
consider that their experiences may focus on students attaining an understanding of their
new role/identity while paying careful attention to the existing identities those students
already have. Games also have a built-in expectation of/mechanisms for introducing risk,
creating safe spaces around risk and managing complex adoptions of identity.
DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE
It is a challenging time to think about the future in any endeavor. Warnings about the
dangers of climate change are ever present in the news, and any change to our current
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course seems incredibly challenging given the political climate. To be a teacher in this
environment seems even more challenging, as respect for the profession and appropriate
compensation seem to dwindle even as the challenges to educate seem to grow. Even
models of successful innovations in education are hard to derive hope from in the face so
much historical data about progressive educational change that is ultimately subsumed
into the stubbornly efficient, dominant mode of schooling that pervades the U.S. school
system (Tyack & Cuban, 1995). It is no wonder that our prospective educators found
themselves depressed.
So how may we address this reality in our attempt to make professional education for
teachers better? In his book about The Future as an idea that influences all manner of
human culture and activity, Montfort points out that we must assume that progress is
possible and that a future exists in order to act for the future (2017). And to do that, we
must make believe because we don't know. This may seem simplistic, but make-believe is a
powerful tool. In an excellent summary piece, Sebastian Deterding of the University of York
in the UK writes:
Make-believe can stoke curiosity and arousal through surprising theming and
suspenseful narrative. It can facilitate understanding and learning through
organizing knowledge in experientially grounded metaphor and story. It can make
us like and care about faceless systems as if they were real people, and lend tasks
and goals relevance by linking them to values and (fictional) people we care about.
It can open and motivate us to explore new identities, behaviours and experiences
that lie outside our normal social roles. It can absorb and focus our attention,
cognition, and emotion, making us more susceptible to persuasion. It can allow us to
express and then follow in the footsteps of our own better selves, and enable us to
see the world through the eyes of others (2016).
We might consider designing to combat this anxiety with the imagination - with a
relaxation of current constraints that will allow us to approach our situation anew and
creatively. Montfort, in discussing prior future-makers, pulls two features from literary
future making. First, future makers must maintain some grasp on human nature while
abstracting away other aspects of contemporary existence. Second, reasons like satire or
inducing critical thinking can be good reasons to mix the plausible and implausible,
creating something novel and unexpected. This openness to the absurd, a willingness to
incorporate a sense of fun may be essential to thinking about the future. According to
futurist Casper Woebken, thinking about the future has often been linked to the ludic or
playful. Much of the imagining of the future in19thand 20thcentury America happened in
carnival midways and fairground/amusement parks - he cites architect Rem Koolhaas
describing Coney Island as the test bed for Manhattan, letting people try out ideas like
infant incubators or trips to Mars or the moon before they would become part of
mainstream society (Woebken, 2016; Koolhaas, 1994).
Relatedly, Ian Bogost posits a theory of play in which play is humankind's way of taking
apart our world, considering it deeply, and mastering it (2016). This approach has much in
common with any number of prior approaches, but one if its unique features is that he
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extends our capacity to play to the entire world and ascribes a deconstructive power to
play in the post-modern sense. We can play with the features of our world by grabbing onto
arbitrarily constituted markers, manipulating them, and forcing the world to give up its
secrets as we come to see the world in new ways and new truths in allowing for different
comparisons and contrasts of different features.
Bogost posits that the world already demonstrably shapes human beings. He quotes the
filmmaker Pier Paolo Passolini, saying:
The education given to a boy by things, by objects, by physical reality-in other
words, the material phenomena of his social condition-makes that boy corporeally
what he is and what he will be all his life. What has to be educated is his flesh as the
mold of his spirit. Social condition is recognizable in the flesh of an
individual...because he has been physically shaped by the education, of the matter
from which his world is made.
This perspective, that the objects in our lives shape us, is also underscored by Turkle, who
collected essays by countless scholars and students about how time spent with the objects
in their lives has shaped them (2007). Play, then, is our means of shaping a world that is
shaping us back. It is a way of acting back upon the world and attempting to shape the
future. Teachers must be able to approach their work playfully, to be able to read the
landscape of the institutions they are participating in and to feel fun in trying to enact their
own designs.
And this has resonances with two contemporary approaches to the future. Contemporary
futurists like Stuart Candy (2019) and Woebken work to create experiential futures and
models of worlds to get a sense of our cultural future. Human Computer Interaction
researchers (and all manner of other designers) build prototypes, sometimes called
"Wizard of Oz" prototypes that enable people to have experiences of things that are not
here yet. This has deep resonances in the actions of every learner, especially the young,
who try new things, tentatively testing out new identities and approaches to everything.
This attempt to reflect on imagined experiences of the future is somewhat different than
trying to predict the future. Following Montfort, Woebken, and Candy, the participatory,
reflective vision for attempting to understand the future is distinct from placing a bet in
Vegas or selling oneself to a company as a "digital prophet." We believe human beings have
managed the anxieties associated with thinking about the future for as long as we can find
artifacts of our history. We call these practices divination. All cultures have practices of
divination, creating a picture of the future for discussion and reflection. Joshua Ramey
(2016) argues that in more successful, democratic cultures, this is done as a collective
process, discussing the various stipulations of the flipped tarot cards, the rolled bones, etc.
together in order to decide how to proceed. Ramey refers to the practice in cultures where
the bones are cast in private and interpreted by an individual as "sorcery," where the
individual uses the notion of interpreted contingency to lend authority to whatever vision
is presented. In contemporary American society, Ramey argues that the practice is located
in the interpretation of "the invisible hand of the market," by experts, and the subsequent,
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authoritative creation of winners and losers. This understanding of contingency then
creates the anxiety to remove risk from our institutions and endeavors, satisfying actuarial
interpretations of potential futures or Department of Education notions of annual yearly
performance. It is a way to compete against others for a vision of the future. This, I would
posit, is a much more anxious way of approaching the future than shared reflection.

&

I should note here that this is very pertinent to a method for envisioning a future in
practice as well, and a good demonstration. Peter Levine, a leader in the fields of Civic
Studies and Civic education posited in his book We Are the Ones We Have Been Waiting For
(2013) that in our contemporary society, we could no longer rely on expertise, ideology,
markets to produce civic renewal. Instead, he believes that communicate in classroom
collaboration, deliberation, and civic relationships must be the focus of our future
endeavors. Our students are sensitive to our current political stagnation, and so in order to
help them envision a future, we need to prepare them both with a vision like Levine's (if
not his exact one), and the opportunity to develop relevant skills.

-

Because he is very interested in effective action, Levine asserts that the first steps of civic
renewal may well be to invest the principal amount of effort in improving the efforts of
those already invested in Civic Renewal through their daily activities. This group is, by his
estimate, roughly one million people who are members of organizations like the League of
Women Voters or the IAF, or most particularly for our context, those engaged in the
teaching (particularly civics) in schools and universities. Levine sees great opportunity
the possibility of easily doubling this group - in addressing our efforts to supporting these
groups by joining them, by encouraging coalition building amongst and between them, and
by fostering three key goals (2013). First, he advocates for encouraging debate amongst
those engaged in this group, attempting to resolve unresolved debates and issues, as civic
renewal is, "not a fully elaborated theory." This focus on deliberation and the sharing of
values is an essential Levine idea. Second, Levine believes that these groups must focus on
communication, not as means of attracting those outside of this coalition, but as a means of
strengthening the bonds amongst these groups and connecting their ideas, initiatives, and
interests. Finally, Levine believes this coalition should focus on advocacy for things they
deem important - "lobbying and litigating." Levine believes that focusing on this coalition
and these types of efforts will allow this coalition to strengthen itself by encouraging those
who are already engaged in civic renewal and, by doing good work, attracting others to the
cause. Levine says,
"[o]verall, the goal is to replace a vicious cycle of citizens' disempowerment and
public corruption with a virtuous cycle of reengagement and reform. The obstacles
to changing our national direction in such a profound way are serious. They include
a disempowered and divided citizenry, a shattered civic infrastructure, and a set of
interest groups that will fight to defend the status quo. But the opportunities are
also significant: they include a substantial base of skillful, motivated, and
increasingly experienced and interconnected civic reformers. Cynicism and
pessimism are obstacles to reform that we (you and I) should strive to counter"
(2007).
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By preparing students to debate, to advocate, and to communicate in our classrooms and in
their practical contexts, we can only help support their capacity to envision a future and to
envision themselves in it. One natural way for people to engage in debate, advocacy, and
communication is to ask them to build something together. In a paper with Eric Gordon and
Becky Michelson, I outlined the ways in which civic, deliberative bodies can resemble a jazz
combo or a group of comedic improvisors. Learning and group creativity theorist R. Keith
Sawyer has outlined the essence of group creativity is the improvisation, emergence, and
interactions that can make work product that meets a goal but is largely unspecified. We
showed that playing games with lowered stakes can allow people to prepare for creative,
collaborative civic tasks in a manner that is superior to a perhaps more traditional
Initiation-Response-Evaluation cycle of preparation. Further, participants reported that
practicing their deliberative, collaborative future-making with lower stakes seems to have
enabled them to have new ideas for their community (Gordon et al., 2017).
A CONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACH
There are of course, already theories of learning that support the value of shared reflection
regarding a created artifact. Seymour Papert's ideas of constructionism extend LeviStrauss' idea of the bricoleur, that often human beings learn through a process that says,
"use what you've got, improvise, make do." Resnick and his colleagues write:
Design activities engage people as active participants, giving them a greater sense of
control over (and personal involvement in) the learning process. Moreover, the
things that people design (be they sand castles, computer programs, LEGO
constructions, or musical compositions) serve as external shadows of the designer's
internal mental models. These external creations provide an opportunity for people
to reflect upon-and then revise and extend-their internal models of the world"
(1996)
As an extension of this idea, Resnick and his colleagues have created the idea of
introducing learning through the use of construction kits-creation tools that have explicit
ideas of the world built into them. Construction kits support learning by enabling two
different types of connections to the ideas one may want to teach (Resnick et al., 1996):
• Personalconnections. Construction kits and activities should connect to users'
interests, passions, and experiences. The point is not simply to make the activities
more "motivating" (though that, of course, is important). When activities involve
objects and actions that are familiar, users can leverage their previous knowledge,
connecting new ideas to their pre-existing intuitions.
• Epistemologicalconnections. Construction kits and activities should connect to
important domains of knowledge-and, more significantly, encourage new ways of
thinking (and even new ways of thinking about thinking). A well-designed
construction kit makes certain ideas and ways of thinking particularly salient, so
that users are likely to connect with those ideas in a very natural way, in the process
of designing and creating.
In Lens x block: World as construction kit, (2014) Resnick's student Jay Silver extends the
idea of the Construction Kit further:
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"Purpose and meaning of the physical world can be re-assigned and re-made by
individuals as they go rather than being pre-fixed by people who came before them.
But this mindset is rarer than it should be if we want an empowered population full
of creative powerful beings. So can we make special tools that by design help people
to put into practice the mindset and actionable behavior that: The World is a
Construction Kit?...we can we make tools and activities, 'Constructive Lenses,' that,
by design, catalyze: re-seeing (lens) the everyday world as something we can remake (block)." (Silver, 2014)
&

This is consistent with both Papert's notion of constructionism (1993) and with Dunne
Raby's (2013) notions of speculative, critical design. Papert, writing of learning through
creation said, "Constructionism shares constructivism's connotation of learning as 'building
knowledge structures' irrespective of the circumstances of the learning. It then adds the
idea that this happens especially felicitously in a context where the learner is consciously
engaged in constructing a public entity, whether it's a sand castle on the beach or a theory
of the universe" (1993). While more physical entities attract most of the attention in
discussions of constructionism, constructing a public theory could hold just as much value
for Papert. Dunne & Raby wrote of their work constructing alternate, speculative futures,
"It is often said that if something is conceptual, it is only an idea, but that is missing the
point. It is because it is an idea that it is important" (2013).
A GAMES APPROACH
Seeing the world in a novel way and re-making it to better suit is an excellent way to learn,
placing doing and being on the front line. What happens though, when the world to be
played with or re-created is unfamiliar? Games are close cousins of construction kits in
that, in the same way that construction kits posit a curated set of materials as to be
explored through intimate engagement, game posit a curated set of experiences to be
explored and learned from through intimate engagement. For the purposes of our
discussion, I posit that games and their microworld nature can play an important role as
preparation for future learning in a constructivist learning experience, providing the
opportunity to explore materials and exploratory goals before learning through creation.
While learners may be familiar with materials, they may lack the appropriate experiences
to make the most of learning through creating.
Constance Steinkuehler and Kurt Squire of the University of California at Irvine consider
games as "architectures for engagement," describing games as narratives and systems that,
when designed well, draw learners into their activities in order to engage with the game's
ideas and content (2014). This pretending, whether through role-play, narrative, or
engagement with fictional characters, worlds, or systems is central to play in learning
games. Commercial games have a crucial element of fiction to them, whether that be an
elaborate story told in movie-style cut scenes or in roles and environments central to
gameplay, and these play an even more essential role in learning games.
Games can structure experience to scaffold understanding in many ways, including through
exploring mental models and pretend. Many of the deeper learning principles that James
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Paul Gee finds in good digital games point to the value of young people exploring and
mastering what are often complex and systemic worlds with embedded meanings.
Gee identifies games as places where learners create their own models of the world and
thus help turn concrete, experiential knowledge into more abstract knowledge. This model
building often occurs because players are probing the world and reflecting on it.
By exploring the game world, the player may have a map of the world in their head, and
based on the interactions, they will have a model of the creatures in the world and what
their avatar can do. As with the bricoleur, iteratively trying to find the right tool enables
players to make sense of some part of the world. As they build these mental models, the
players may then develop a sense of how the systems modeled and implemented within the
game, allowing them to abstract them and relate them to a real world.
For example, while the rules and mechanics of SimCity (1989) present a simplified version
of how cities work, players may develop a more systematic understanding of cities,
including how zoning, taxes, and investment in infrastructure work. Doing so prepares
them to interrogate other models of systems.
In addition to allowing learners to probe the world to make sense of how it works,
games crucially allow players to explore intellectual or emotional questions. As Gee says,
players do so with "microcontrol that gives rise to either embodied intimacy or a reach of
power and vision" (2009). By extending young people's power and vision of what they can
do, or by affording them the ability to intimately connect to something meaningful, games
can increase their capacity to learn deeply.
A simulation can be a key place for learning through experience. Helping learners build a
model of the world or of some artifact or system and presenting it in carefully considered
ways can help players construct a model of a phenomenon for themselves. Games in
particular can promote autonomy and mastery by allowing players to probe, explore, and
or consider different models over time. Using tools like positioning and reflection can help
players manage their cognitive load and to connect their experiences to experiences they
have already had.
Games can also model phenomena that are challenging to access or experience otherwise.
For example, ReDistrictingGame (USC Annenberg, 2010), which has a high-fidelity model,
allows players to discover how the gerrymandering of congressional districts works by
letting them make their own manipulations (Lerner, 2014). They also allowed players to
discover the deleterious effects of gerrymandering as their work warps democratic
elections. Even the models of SimCity (1989) and Civilization (1991) provide insights into
complex phenomena in government and the development of human societies. Even though
the models of city systems like traffic or taxation in SimCity (1989) may not function
exactly as they do in real life, the process of translating those systems from one
environment (the game world) to another environment (the real world) is extremely
powerful: It raises important questions about the system and gives players a way to think
about the working of real-world systems. This is seldom done in a single encounter with a
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model however. Often, learners will learn best if they are encountering the model,
interpreting their experience with a mentor or peers, and then re-encountering the model.
This repeated reconsideration of the model can be a great source of deep learning.
Another advantage of game contexts is that players develop new understandings in
contexts that can be understood through probing, where they can learn from failure, and
where they can develop identities as expert problem solvers. It is because of this that
Squire has importantly identified games as cultural artifacts and designed experiences. In
this way we may begin to couch teachers in our designed experiences (classes), probing the
world in a lens x block fashion, as artists and designers as a way to designate them as
designers of learning environments to themselves. Successful work in the game,
manipulating the pieces of the system and the information in their reality in a way that is
sensible and approachable and instills in them the confidence to approach the design of
learning environments with an increasingly expert perspective and identity.
PREPARATION FOR FUTURE LEARNING AND HAVING WONDERFUL IDEAS
Schwartz, Bransford, and Sears (2005) point to the benefits of educating for interpretive
knowing, as, "For many new situations, people do not have sufficient memories, schemas,
or procedures to solve a problem, but they do have interpretations that shape how they
begin to make sense of the situation." This points toward a model for learning design that
privileges good preparation for future learning, stimulating questions, and thinking that
will make lectures or other experiences better learning experiences. Dylan Arena
performed a randomized control trial using commercial games such as Call ofDuty 2 and
Civilization IV before historical lectures and demonstrated that the game play had prepared
students to learn more from the lectures (2012). Nick Maynard saw a much richer
educational experience when he compared two groups of learners, one that played a
simulation before a lecture and another that received a lecture before playing a simulation,
from the former group. That group was prepared to ask all manner of questions that they
owned, as oppose to the latter group (Klopfer et al., 2019).
Piagetian scholar of teaching and learning Eleanor Duckworth has written and taught on
the topic of "the having of wonderful ideas." She wrote about a Piagetian interview she
conducted with a seven-year-old boy named Kevin who, when presented with ten drinking
straws cut to different lengths, spontaneously and joyously arranged the straws by length.
Other children had needed to be asked to arrange the straws, but not Kevin. She writes:
It wasn't easy for him. He needed a good deal of trial and error as he set about
developing his system. But he was so pleased with himself when he accomplished
his self-set task that when I decided to offer them to him to keep (10 whole drinking
straws!), he glowed with joy, showed them to one or two select friends, and stored
them away with other treasures in a shoebox.
The having of wonderful ideas is what I consider the essence of intellectual
development. And I consider it the essence of pedagogy to give Kevin the occasion to
have his wonderful ideas and to let him feel good about himself for having them. ...
[T]he right question at the right time can move children in to peaks in their thinking
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that result in significant steps forward and real intellectual excitement; and . .
although it is impossible for an adult to know exactly the right time to ask a specific
question of a specific child ... children can raise the right question for themselves if

the question is right. Once the right question is raised, they are moved to tax
themselves to the fullest to find an answer. (Duckworth, 1996, p. 1)
Is arranging ten straws of different lengths a game? Is playing a game the essence of
intellectual activity? Kevin's straws have a lot in common with a game of golf in our
opinion. Any given learning activity can be more or less "game-y," referring to the intended
and received effects of the activity's elements-for instance, its mechanics, dynamics, and
aesthetics (see Hunicke et al., 2004). The straws pose a problem through their affordance
of being uneven, but what might be done with them is up to the learner. It is ambiguous
what, if anything, is the right thing to do with them, despite a procedural rhetoric that
implies order (among other things). Kevin is thus presented with a problem and left alone
to tinker with it and have his own idea. As designer and scholar William Gaver says, "by
thwarting easy interpretation, ambiguous situations require people to participate in
meaning making...the work of making an ambiguous situation comprehensible belongs to
the person, and this can be both inherently pleasurable and lead to a deep conceptual
appropriation of the artefact" (Gaver et al., 2003).
We're emphasizing this because much has been made of the disservice done to games by
instrumentalizing them in in teaching and learning-deploying a game as a tool. Designer
and scholar Frank Lantz, during the question-and-answer section of a talk given at the
2014 Game Developer's Conference, asserted that to use a game to teach (the questioner
specifically referenced Civilization) is like using music to help you learn the alphabet: "You
can do it, but it's not the main thing we like about music." In this same talk, Lantz states
that games should "make us smart, interesting people," but he does not seem to have a
mechanism other than osmosis by which this happens (Lantz, 2014). We would argue that
the cultural process of players apprenticing themselves to the game and learningfrom it
changes them. This usually happens in a community of fellow learners.
One need only look at the work of Squire and his colleagues with and on Civilization to see
that remarkable teaching and learning can be done with such a game, making the game
better than it is in its initial life as a mere consumer product. The game affords and inspires
all the marvelous work that Squire did with remedial history students for his dissertation
(Squire, 2002) as well as the extensive work done in the Apolyton University community
online (Squire, 2011). Still, the people doing the teaching and learning around the game are
what make it truly great. Lantz's talk manages to emphasize games' unique position, saying
that games are the aesthetic form of thinking and doing, learning for its own sake, while
allowing us to contemplate these operations about our own minds, but he is unable to see
the strange wonder of Civilization as a potential educational experience.
Note that while we may be relaxed around the word "games," we definitely did not name
this section "simulations." The playfulness of Abraham Lincoln or Gandhi running
civilizations for thousands of years is an aesthetic contribution to the overall experience of
playing Civilization. Living in that world, being drawn into the puzzles of that game, does
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not mean you have been literally trained to rule a Stone Age civilization into its glorious
empire years. It means you have developed what Andrea DiSessa (2001) (and Gee) would
call a material intelligence for thinking about the development of a civilization. It means
that the game's affordances allowed you to make interesting decisions that, by dint of being
complicated and initially murky, drove you to consider the features and surfaces of the
problem deeply. It means that you have tested and probed the world and your own mind at
the same time in pursuit of victory and knowledge. If you aren't paying attention to your
thinking at first, a competitive spirit may drive you to do so in the face of failure.
Civilization may cause you to ask hard material questions that arise from your play and
from your personal needs and experiences.
One of Squire's students in his dissertation study, an African American, became first
intrigued by and then obsessed with the question of why African culture could not have
become the dominant one globally, ahead of Europe. He worked diligently to answer this
question and learned a great deal about the (unfair) distribution of resources around the
planet, then wondered if he could create a conquering African civilization despite the
disadvantage (and he did) (Squire, 2004). Civilization, like Duckworth laying out the
uneven straws before Kevin, provided clearly defined goals; visible, measurable feedback; a
compelling underlying model of the world; and an environment in which there are
consequences to decisions (Squire, 2004). The personal efforts of this student resulted in a
wonderful idea and the beautiful phenomenon Lantz is looking for.
Finally, we have to recognize the possibility of draining this richness, this beauty, from
games as experiences, particularly in institutional contexts where games might be made
mandatory. We must acknowledge that cultural artifacts of all kinds may be used in ways
that defeat their initial purpose, that misunderstand them. We must also acknowledge that
players of some of the most amazing games may opt to play games in a way that is not fully
committed. Suits (1990, p. 58) calls these folks "triflers," saying, "A trifler at chess is a
quasi-player of the game, who conforms to the rules of the game but whose moves, though
all legal, are not directed to achieving checkmate. ... I think it is fair to say that such a
person is not playing chess, although it is clear he is operating within the institution of
chess." These players are no longer playing the game, but rather are acting within "the
institution" of the game instead. In our minds, this is a natural part of play. Sometimes we
don't want to play. Sometimes we wish to compete, and other times we would rather trifle.
The material affordance of some aspect of the game might attract our attention, calling for
us to play with it in some new way. Educators who are interested in using games for
learning must understand that this is also how games and play do their work-players may
not notice a particular property before they play in and around a game. The game may not
resonate with them until they come to understand the world around that newly intriguing
feature of the game through play. That is learning.
Is Dungeons & Dragonsa game? Or a construction kit? Or is it both? It is, in the very least, a
designed experience.
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IS GAME PLAYING A WASTE OF TIME?
Embodied, non-digital games have been often used for educational purposes and to
envision other worlds and make complicated decisions. Wargames have been used to try
out scenarios and develop advanced experience in various scenarios (Von Hilgers
Benjamin, 2012; Harrigan, Kirschenbaum, & Dunnigan, 2016). Perhaps more ideologically
aligned with my work, popular educators have long been using games to investigate
complex phenomena and make plans for change. As pioneered by Paulo Freire in 1960s
Brazil, popular education groups help oppressed people understand their world and, in the
process, change it. Popular educators regularly use game activities, especially puzzles, roleplaying games, and physical and mental challenges. By playing and discussing games such
as assassin, charades, and model jury, participants explore complex issues (exploitation,
democracy, justice, etc.) and devise strategies for addressing them. Social movements often
use popular education games to establish goals, determine tactics, and plan collective
action (Lerner, 2014). Lawrence Susskind and his colleagues at MIT (2015) uses roleplaying games to actually build capacity for disempowered people who will be negotiating
or deliberating with the powerful. His most recent effort, with a number of graduate
students, has been to build capacity in coastal communities that need to prepare for the
consequences of climate change. Their players range from government officials to members
of the public and work through disagreements based on a common pool of carefully vetted
information and are often convinced that they can act to mitigate risk immediately and
fulfill existing plans simultaneously.
Being able to deliberate and discuss is a key skill for effective civic learning. These skills
enable learners to develop civic capacity and a connection to one another as learners, even
when disagreeing. Carefully facilitated discussion is one of the best tools available for civic
learning. These deliberations make students' thinking visible to themselves, to one another,
and to mentors and teachers who are scaffolding experience. The opportunities for good
engagement with one another and to deliberate and discuss are a great part of gaming and
playful experience. We may deliberate about strategies or style, or what to make of a new,
mysterious piece of evidence. The right game could generate powerful discussions, in
classrooms, in living rooms, or in the town square. Finally, while deliberating can
sometimes be at odds with play in games, we know that deliberation and classroom
discussion can be a remarkable place to engage student interest and deepen student
knowledge (Hess, 2009; Levine, 2007; Campbell et al., 2012), and to reflect on experience
(Joplin, 1981). And, perhaps more importantly, it can be fun to dispute procedures,
outcomes and other aspects of the game subject to interpretation with your fellow players
(Wilson, 2012; Berland, 2011). Further, play can sometimes be dark and destructive,
creating opportunities to exclude or disempower others, and this must be carefully
managed.
Despite the fact that many young people already engage in simulations for civic learning,
such as Mock Trial or Model United Nations, some educators object to these approaches.
Levine notes that civic educators may not wish to use simulations because students should
be using their civic assets in their communities, saying, "A simulation might teach them that
civics is remote from their real lives and prospects". He adds, "I often recall sitting on the
curb with a group of high school students, waiting in hundred-degree heat for a bus to take
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us to a service site....If we had remained inside the high school pretending to be lawyers,
members of Congress, or delegates to the United Nations, we might have learned
considerably more"(2007).
This is not to say that there are not perils in game designs. Mary Flanagan of Dartmouth
University and Helen Nissenbaum of New York University have made the point many times
(somewhat extending Squire's point about games being principally cultural artifacts), that
games have values that define the experience for players, whether explicitly or implicitly
(2014). The content certainly expresses values in a surface fashion; players may
understand the messages in your game centered on climate change as they might in a
novel. The values are also embedded in the game's systems; if the game is exploiting
players human desire for scheduled rewards, as casino-style games do, players will likely
have the feelings of regret and of exploitation that players of casino games often do. And,
moreover, as an artifact, this will be what your game is communicating overtly to those
who are literate in game mechanics and covertly to those who aren't. When making games
and playful experiences with a civic purpose, it is even more important to attend to these
values.
WHAT TO PLAY WITH AND BUILD?
But what should our student teachers build, deliberate, and co-construct? I propose that
the construction of learning environments, and schools in particular makes a great deal of
sense. Going back to transformative learning theory, here students can be asked to
articulate what they think school is, be engaged with a broad diversity of other ideas about
what school is and engage in critical self-reflection and discourse with others about their
ideas. The construction of new schools then, in a constructionist fashion, will provide
endless opportunities to test and apply new perspectives. I see this approach as a
deliberately civic one, in part because it mirrors the deliberative and civic nature of the
construction of schools while advancing Levine's strategies of collaboration, deliberation,
and civic relationships. We may look to the past when building new institutions, but often
we are challenged when we begin this process to truly reconsider all the information in
front of us. Reconsidering all of one's ground beliefs, and all of the ideas that inform our
everyday lives is essentially impossible - we cannot assume any human has the capacity to
manage that kind of cognitive load. It feels pertinent here to mention that the one group
that has ever really managed to reform a school suggests getting buy in from all involved
on a small number of principles - essentially design decisions - so that they can manage to

actually make design decisions while an institution like a school is made up of millions of
artifacts shaped by thousands of years of decision-making about what it means to educate
and school a person - from curriculum to physical plant, if one considers the literal
information stored in every facet of schooling from its shape to its material and cultural
history, the depth of information shaping our daily lives (in school and out) is absolutely
overwhelming. One place to start may be that schooling is the product of a community's
collective will to educate their young. In the United States, every child must either be
enrolled in school or have made non-enrollment made legible to the state in some way.
While learning happens all the time, all over the place, most academic knowledge is learned
in schools. For the vast majority of American students, including those hardest to reach and
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those with the least opportunity to access complex academic ideas, this means the public
school system. In 1984 Papert wrote, "There won't be schools in the future. ... I think the

computer will blow up the school. That is, the school defined as something where there are
classes, teachers running exams, people structured in groups by age, following a
curriculum-all of that." Schools are important institutions, and they have transformed
over time, bending to suit political purposes and to accommodate new understandings of
what may be best in education. Graham (2005) describes phases in which schools were
called on to manufacture an American identity for a nation of immigrants, to educate the
whole child, to help children fit into society, and to outachieve other nations. David Tyack
and Larry Cuban (1995) describe a process of "tinkering toward utopia," in which schools
have undergone change after change to deliver a great education to all children. Since the
federal government was essentially forced to intervene in schooling with the Brown v.
Board of Education case, the government's work has been principally to bolster
achievement and equity. In recent years, we have seen that concern get baked into
legislation (the 2001 reauthorization of the ESEA). This movement has led to some
excellent outcomes, as scrutiny has been applied to states and school systems that were
systematically and deliberately marginalizing students. Yet, regrettable consequences have
arisen from the pronounced achievement (i.e., test-centric) focus. There may well arise a
new era of school experimentation in response to the recent past and to new legislation.
What seems unlikely however, is that schools will disappear, as Papert suggested.
In the thirty-plus years since, computers have been "oversold and underused" in education
(Cuban, 2001) and, more to the point, have made the bureaucratization of schools easier
and more complete. As we write this, schools are being pressed into buying more
computers so that students can take PARCC and Smarter Balance standardized tests even
though the No Child Left Behind Act, which reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, was itself not reauthorized, and its replacement, the Every Student Succeeds
Act, may seriously deemphasize such tests, but computers still have led to schools
becoming enmeshed in the larger Statisticon, shaping our lives through probabilistic
prediction rather than exploding anything. This is not to demean Papert in any way - in this
chapter we have already discussed many challenges to creating successful learning
innovations, let alone influencing a learning culture or learning cultures more broadly. As
we have also discussed, predicting the future is impossible, even as it can be worthwhile.
Some known risks of innovating in classrooms are that schools and classrooms can coopt,
deform, and otherwise marginalize or misuse a new tool (Collins & Halverson, 2009; Cuban,
2013). By building and making it a visible practice, drawing from the work of others and
our own experimentation to promote dialogue and discussion I hope that Papert's ideas
live through approaches like this one. By passing both a sense of history and a sense of
possibility onto student teachers, I believe we are preparing them to handle the complexity
that their future work will surely bring feeling empowered and competent. I strongly feel
that this deliberate, intentional practice is our best hope for changing minds and even
promoting a paradigm shift.
In inviting students to playfully re-create school, we bring them into a healthy professional
relationship to school and teaching but helping them understand the risks and thereby the
opportunities to improve practice when the limits seem daunting. Teaching is fun in the
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way that Bogost sees fun, presenting opportunities to engage endlessly with the mysteries
of an institutions that will endlessly shape them, and that they will likewise shape. Pursuit
of mystery, having wonderful ideas, this can be the essence of professional practice instead
of anxiously pursuing "right" answers. Sawyer points out that teachers must be masters of
improvisational creativity in the creation of their classrooms. The best approaches to
improving schools may well arise from a sort of design decision to create and promote a
small number of shared values and goals (2011).

-

-

I hope this approach supports efforts to further professionalize teachers and grant them
the training and full autonomy accorded to other professionals in society, as well as policies
that allow greater experimentation in school culture and philosophy. The idea that the
design of our civic institutions could be a playful, artistic process may be an unusual one
some may consider it heretical or irreverent. Our institutions are meant to be living entities
though, changing with time to meet the changing needs of a populous. Problems may arise
when the civic body fetishizes or ossifies the institutions as they exist AND/OR when it
loses an accurate understanding of itself and its needs. I argue that play is a crucial activity
and force to utilize when conceptualizing or re-conceptualizing our institutions. Exalted
play theorist Brian Sutton-Smith, after analyzing the myriad ways in which the rhetoric of
play is used ultimately concludes that play must be likened to life force itself
evolutionary, vibrant, and unable to be simply pinned down (2001). Ian Bogost perhaps
makes this more relatable and understandable by identifying that play is the process of
trying to understand the world at a deep level and fun the feeling of successfully
understanding something about that which you are trying to understand. We must pass on
to our students too that it is entirely possible that any designed response could become
stale and ossified, and that the truly playful response is to continue to refine these
materials, to refine the activity, to refine one's practice, just to stay in the game.
This chapter draws in partfrom and remixes content drawnfrom a book chapterI wrote,
Chapter2 of Resonant Games: Design Principles for Learning Games that Connect Hearts,
Minds, and the Everyday, co-authoredwith Eric Klopfer, Scot Osterweil, and Louisa
Rosenheck.
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CHAPTER 3

COMMITTEE OF N: HACKING
TEACHER EDUCATION
"A week after the Parkland shooting, NRA chief Wayne LaPierre went
to the Conservative Political Action Conference, or CPAC, and called
for'hardened' schools. In other words, adding teachers and resource
officers armed with guns to schools. Just hours after LaPierre made
his remarks, President Trump echoed that language,
seemingly reading right from the NRA script.'We have to harden our
schools, not soften them,'Trump said then."
-Domenico Montenaro,
Poll: A Year After Parkland, Urgency For New Gun Restrictions
Declines, NPR
"Skateboarding is not a hobby. And it's not a sport. Skateboarding is a
way of learning how to redefine the world around you. It's a way of
getting out of house, connecting with other people, and looking at the
world through different sets of eyes...Most people, when they saw a
swimming pool, they thought, 'let's take a swim.' But I thought, 'Let's
ride it. Let's see what the transition is like at the bottom.'
- Ian Mackaye

At the Library of Congress for the National Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation Program
INTRODUCTION
This chapter details the development of Committee ofN, the game described in
Chapter 1 as a response to student frustration and "depression" in learning about
the history of failed reform in U.S. education. It begins with an overview of the
project and a brief demonstration of how gameplay works. Following that, I provide
a description of the research questions and the methods, including the data
collected and a characterization of the primary participant population, students at
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the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in particular those enrolled in our
education classes. In the rest of the chapter, I detail how the game was developed
by detailing each major iteration, accounting for design changes made and showing
why those decisions were made with data from students and staff using the game. In
these sections I also detail game affordances, extending the theory of learning from
Chapter 2. Finally, I discuss the future direction of the game, synthesizing the
learnings from our design experiments.
OVERVIEW
In a cross-disciplinary study of relational professions (therapists, clergy, and
teachers), teachers were in particular found to be especially lacking in opportunities
to approximate their practice, simulating particularly challenging aspects for
repeated practice, reflection, and dialogue with an instructor and peers (Grossman
et al., 2009, Ericsson, 2002, Sch6n, 1983). The study authors quote liberally from
Sch6n, highlighting, "freedom to learn by doing in a setting relatively low in risk,
with access to coaches who initiate students into the 'traditions of the calling' and
help them, by'the right kind of telling,'to see on their own behalf and in their own
way what they need most to see" (pg. 17). This dissertation describes the
development of a low-risk learning environment, a card game called Committee ofN
in which students learn key ideas and issues, historical and contemporary, of U.S.
educational policy and practice by designing their own schools and, in the process
come to see schooling through a new lens.
MIT has, for fifteen years, produced licensed teachers in STEM disciplines and
addressed a growing campus enthusiasm to understand education through the
Scheller Teacher Education Program (STEP). This program (where I have been a
Teaching Assistant and Instructor for six years) prepares some of the world's most
passionate STEM undergraduates to inhabit and transform the 6 - 12 classroom. In
our fall class,11.124: Introduction to Education:Looking Forward& Looking Back on
Education,we encountered a problem that kept our students from engaging
hopefully in educational practice upon leaving our program. In the class, we cover
the history of policy and innovation in U.S. education, and students left that unit
feeling depressed and somewhat hopeless. We cover these topics because earlier
versions of the class, without a sense of the history of ideas and attempted change in
education produced bright-eyed young MIT students who got very excited about
solving educational problems as if they were engineering problems, with very little
sense of what had gone before. It was an easy decision to bring these students into
the fold as part of their professionalization, but indeed the history of policy and
innovation in U.S. education is depressing. Many have worked for over a century of
continual change with little to show for it (Graham, 2005; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). In
response to this insight, we developed an experimental response. The unit
reconfigures materials from prior iterations of the course and terminates in the new
card game Committee ofN (a play on "The Committee of Ten" who developed the
first unified model for high school), alearning-through-collaborative-design activity.
Silver's work in Constructive Lenses shows that, "by design, [tools and activities
can] catalyze re-seeing the everyday world as something we can re-make" (Silver,
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2014). Committee ofN seeks to do this by providing students opportunities to see
the history of U.S. education and the creation of learning environments through a
new lens.
The instructional team sought to give students a greater sense of agency and the
capacity to experiment while investigating this history, deciding to turn the history
and policy section of the course into an activity that would allow students to play
with the ideas and structures that teachers and school leaders have faced both
throughout history and in our own time. By focusing on how values and ideas have
shaped the design of features of schooling, Committee ofN allows students to
develop cultural competency in the profession, and their sense of self-efficacy as
educators, deepening their appreciation of the unit's material through collaborative
design and deliberation. The game uses cards to drive structured, facilitated design
activities and allows our students to reflect on where the field of education is, where
it has been, and where they want to go.
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Fig. 3:An example handof committee ofN.

I describe typical play here, early in this document, to facilitate understanding
throughout. Above is abasic, visual representation of the activity. There are two
maintypesof cards inthegame.Thefirstgroup is the "design elements,"facetsof
-

schooling that are designed and/or chosen in order to operate schools - bell
schedules, classroom designs, technology infrastructures, extracurricular offerings
which frequently have serious consequences for how teaching and learning are
conducted in schools but are also often lived in without question or without change.
These were chosen through literature review and discussion with practitioners. The
second card type is the "design values" cards, which represent the pedagogical
ideologies, concepts, approaches etc. that so often underpin the design or
implementation of the various design elements. Which cards and suits were used
varied by iteration, so acomplete description will follow in those chapters, but these
cards are chosen in dialogue with the teaching staff for 11.124, prioritizing what
ideas we would like them to understand and what facts would produce the cultural
competency in education we hope to see in our students. In the core mechanic of the
game, players are paired together and dealt one "design element" card and three
"design value" cards, as shown above. These values then constrain the design space
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for players to develop an appropriate offering that satisfies the "design element"
they were dealt.
In the hand above, players attempt to craft a high school schedule that embodies the
educational design values of Constructionism, Design/Project-Based Learning, and
Bulwark of Democracy. Our students might quickly discern that Constructionism
and Design/Project-Based Learning go together well, as they both share a common
orientation around learning through building something or creating something
outside of oneself. A schedule that serves the ends of learning through building
would likely have longer, block-scheduled periods so that they could work on
projects together, possibly collaboratively. How to embody the values of Bulwark of
Democracy though? The belief that a democracy thrives only when its citizens are
properly educated could support the idea that projects in this school are highly
collaborative. Perhaps there is also a time for weekly (monthly?) reflection on
projects and to discuss the direction of the school, both in governance and in
curriculum. Players consult a wiki prepared for the game, investigating web
resources about each value card. Players document their ideas for this block
schedule with periodic reflection, the "We Built This" schedule, on a visual organizer
and raise their hands to get feedback. The visual organizer helps players document
the design features of their designed element, asking them to name the feature,
describe how it works, and describe proposed outcomes from those features.
Players also have stickers of the cards to facilitate scanning in the gallery walk in
Phase Two. Players can get the attention of teaching staff at any time for support
and feedback, but they must check in with the staff before moving on to another
designed element. Students explain their design, and if the staff feels their design is
grounded in the elements, has synthesized them adequately, and is creative, the staff
member will deal them a new hand to start the next element. In the first phase,
players do this repeatedly, until they have four to seven designed elements to
choose from (this number can vary by context).
In Phase Two, students are grouped by instructors and tasked with describing an
entire school based on their pool of designed elements. Students begin by
familiarizing themselves with one another's work through a gallery walk. They then
collaboratively arrange their creations into a school (structured by a template
Google presentation) through discussion, debate, and design thinking. We ask these
pre-service professionals to reflect on the role that history, policy, and design play in
not just the past of schools but the potential futures. This allows for the benefits of
learning through argumentation (Andriessen & Baker, 2014), and provides the
benefits of visible thinking for both the teaching team and the students (Richart,
Church, & Morrison, 2011).
Committee ofN is being designed using a design-based research approach,
emphasizing the design and iterative re-design of the unit, focusing on the game and
its structures and affordances. I will evaluate the game as praxis, drawing on the
literature of teacher expertise & professionalism (with a focus on pedagogies of
teacher enactment (Grossman et al., 2009)), of games and game-based learning, and
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of cognitive and constructionist theories of learning. We believe that game-based
approaches can be a powerful pedagogical tool in this context because games are
good at helping people learn what a practitioner does in authentic work
environments and develop a professional identity, values and enjoyment (Shaffer,
2006).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
RQ1: How can we design a history and policy unit for students in teacher education
programs (as exemplified by 11.124) that:
A) Meets the learning goal of creating culturally competent students, well-grounded
in the history and ideas of policy &innovation in US education? B) Performs other
functions that are desirable for the Teacher Education Program, such as increasing
retention and/or desire to become a teacher?
RQ2: What changes become necessary to achieve the ends from RQ1? How do our
theorized structures and affordances function in the wild?
METHODS
Design Approach & Guiding Principles
This dissertation project employs a Design-Based Research approach, meaning that
I have, with support from the teaching team for 11.124, developed Committee ofN as
a new learning environment, and have committed to iteratively improving the game
over the course of several iterations (Barab, 2014). In each iteration, I make careful
note of how the intervention is working in situ and have gathered data in each
iteration in order to further assess how the environment is functioning and whether
it is improving desired outcomes in the classroom. Below I use a conjecture map
(Sandoval, 2013) to map the theoretical assumptions of the design, based in the
literature above, creating an argumentative grammar for the functions of various
aspects of the design, with an explicit causal logic. This allows for "petite
generalization" (Stake, 1995) by describing the design and its assumptions in
sufficient detail that another practitioner could recreate or adapt the design for
their local learning environment. As the design evolves, the changing assumptions
and design theories can be incorporated into the conjecture maps for Committee of
N.
Squire argues that games are cultural artifacts (2002) and designed experiences
(2006). To this end, we cannot evaluate games through psychological experiments,
which may treat all games as the same phenomenon, regardless of structure and
affordances. Instead, to determine what games are doing, we must determine what
the game means to individual players. The key affordances of Committee ofN are
believed to be:
• the game's open-ended, playful call to creative action (construction kit
nature)
• the deliberate, selective under-specification of game pieces and rules, and
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the structured conversations and deliberations that draw students to
formalize their understandings and beliefs about schools and their history,
and encourage them to become teachers (assessed here through the leading
measures of further enrollment in education classes at MIT).
While my students are not themselves the subject of analysis of this study - the
design is - I study their responses to the game in order to better understand what
meanings they take away from the project in order to assess if the design is
functioning as desired.
Participants& Setting
The principal participant in this study is myself and my practice as a learning
designer as I affect the design of the intervention. The students and the instructional
team are participants as well. In order to help understand the work fully, I will be
studying the works of my students the students in 11.124 in 2015, 2016, and 2017
(roughly seventy students in total). Enrollment in the course has been extremely
selective for years (based on interest and cultivating diversity of perspectives and
interests, not performance), so we are able to select students for the course who are
sincerely interested in the topic and in the work. Not every student will become a
teacher, but many of our students select education as their Humanities, Arts and
Social Sciences concentration. Additionally, the other members of the 11.124
teaching team contribute to the design, and their contributions are incorporated.
Data Collection and Sources
The principal data for this study is derived from essays written by the students of
11.124 in 2015 and in 2016, as well as interviews with students in 2015 and 2016
and surveys in 2016 and 2017. These essays are collected in the normal course of
business, and are heavily dialogic, asking students to weave their experiences as
students and as observers of education, including class experiences, into narrative
forms. The student interviews were solicited over email and in class and are
conducted on campus. Broad-based quantitative and qualitative design feedback
data were also collected via Google Surveys sent to the class, which students were
free to respond to as they wished.
Analysis
Data will be used to support or contradict the conjectures in the conjecture map
above, as well as to generate new theory about learning (Barab, 2014). The results
of the analysis and reflection will be incorporated into the next iteration of
Committee ofN, to be conducted in October 2019 (approximately). This further
design of Committee ofN is an analytic act in that it requires a focus on educational
praxis. I will be analyzing the data for recurring themes and for ideas and
suggestions that may improve the design of Committee ofN. Additionally, I will be
reflecting intensively on the design process and what has worked well over the
course of the research so far, while trying to improve Committee ofN for the future.
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ABOUT MIT, STEP, & TEACHER EDUCATION STUDENTS
As related above, Committee ofN arose from a need to get our students in a teacher
education course to fight a feeling that the history of ideas and policies in education
is hopeless and depressing. Students were reporting that they felt completely
frustrated and unable to find hope for the future, meaning both for themselves as
educators and for the country. To begin to describe the problem more clearly, I will
start by describing MIT students and the students in the STEP program and classes.
MIT has long been one of the top institutions for higher learning in the country,
particularly for mathematics, science, and engineering learning. The MIT website
says, "At MIT, we revel in a culture of learning by doing. In 30 departments across
five schools, our students combine analytical rigor with curiosity, playful
imagination, and an appetite for solving the hardest problems in service to society,"
and it has been regularly near the top of all universities in the U.S. News and World
Report rankings. In the 2019 edition, it is in the top 10 for everything on its ranking
page except for being #52 in undergraduate teaching. MIT's undergraduates are
often some of the very best math and science students in the world, and they
compete with one another and thousands of others each year to be admitted.
Students often come from the most competitive high schools, with schools like
Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology in Alexandria, Virginia
and Stuyvesant in New York sending multiple students every year. These students
are often extremely playful, creative, and innovative. MIT Admissions emphasizes
these qualities when advertising the Institute, saying things like, "MIT's primary
purposes are teaching and research with relevance to the practical world and
transforming society for the better. To that end, we seek the best possible
community of scholars (and humans) who will contribute to MIT and the world."
The day to day and emotional experience of MIT students can seem somewhat
harsher. Former student Pepper White wrote, in his book, The Idea Factory (1991):
"I was taught objective, rational, logical modes of thinking. I learned intuitive
thinking by doing research and by solving problems. And my heart was
educated, for good or for bad.
This book is about the changes that take place in engineers as they learn to
think. It explores the conflicts that result when engineers must suppress (or
at least put on the back burner) their human, social sides in order to survive
in the objective world of science and engineering."
Fred Hapgood, in his Up the Infinite Corridor(1993), quoted an associate dean as
saying the following in response to a purportedly elevated suicide rate at MIT:
"It's the John Wayne mentality, writ large. Students put a lot of pressure on
themselves here...This drive to be the best-that's America. And let's face it.
You don't do it-you don't understand the mechanism of superconductivityby working eight hour days and spending a lot of time around the fireplace
with the kids."
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Not everything is so extreme at MIT, of course. In my many years of working at MIT,
attending MIT, and living in the dorms with students, I have seen a rich, vibrant, and
diverse culture. It can be a ton of fun, with students being known for "hacks" or
elaborate pranks and sometimes outlandish living groups. I think that in some ways,
it is easier to exist as an MIT student now than it has been in sixty years. There is
certainly more understanding than ever and more resources. One of the most
challenging ideas that persists however, is the pressure for excellence. One of the
most resonant passages I have read concerning MIT comes from emeritus professor
and associate provost Samuel Jay Keyser:
At some level our students know that while they are all in the top five
percent of their high school classes, they will soon be recalibrated
downward...Hacks and living groups, then, are to the Institute what
sunglasses are to the sun: a form of protection that makes it possible to live
with the light. Not every student hacks. Not every student feels the same
degree of disobedient dependency. But every time hackers place a police car
on the dome, they are providing shade in a very sunny clime (1996).
Sometimes, MIT students can be generalized as "hackers," and they take and use the
identity as it suits them. Many of them are capable of creating the elaborate pranks
that often transform space, bring delight, and display tremendous planning,
discipline, and technical skill. These characteristics are of course broad
generalizations, but I believe they accurately convey some of archetypical
characteristics of MIT students, images that students often find they have to define
themselves in relation to. "In museum-speak, the word 'ephemera' is often used to
categorize inconsequential materials; MIT hacks are ephemeral, but these fragile
constructs are arguably the best record of MIT's soul and student experience for the
past half century," writes Deborah Douglas, Curator of Science and Technology, MIT
Museum (in Peterson, 2011).
Into this context then, the Scheller Teacher Education Program (STEP) was created
in order to encourage MIT undergraduates to improve Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education in the United States by
credentialing students as middle and high school STEM teachers. There is a
demonstrated need for improved STEM education in the U.S., with U.S. students
finishing below average in mathematics and about average in science on the
international PISA test despite above average per-student spending (OECD, 2012).
The program is endowed by a private family and serves the MIT community by
offering three introductory level education classes each academic year in addition to
the more advanced credentialing program. The introductory courses commonly
have between 20 and 25 students in them, and the licensure program graduates
about 8 credentialed teachers each year. That may seem small when MIT is
graduating about 1100 students each year, but it must be pointed out that MIT
students who choose to be teachers are opting in at a significant material loss.
Graduating MIT undergraduates can expect a mean starting salary of $84,882. By
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comparison, new teachers in Massachusetts (the state that does our credentialing)
can expect a starting salary of $38,570 and a mean salary over their career of
$71,620.
There are, of course, other reasons to choose a job or career, but despite a clear
pathway to making a difference in the lives of others, teaching is currently a
thankless job, and the education sector is one that does not treat its practitioners as
professionals. Due to high stakes accountability measures, political manipulations,
an endemic consumer mentality (teacher-as-service-provider), and a long legacy of
gender oppression, the average teacher sees much less autonomy than their peers in
medicine, the law, etc. Their curricula, classroom management norms, assessment
approaches and more are often dictated by remote bureaucrats. Teachers frequently
don't even have much say in their day as most districts control scheduling and
scheduling changes. A career as a junior engineer with a high salary who can choose
when to eat lunch has a great deal of luster, comparatively.
For all of these reasons, STEP sees its function as extending beyond the teacher
preparation program. First, we have graduated a number of students who have gone
on to create educational technology like Andrew Sutherland of Quizlet, Jordan
Haines of Prompt, and many others at places like Khan Academy. We have also had
students graduating, heading to medical school on a teaching track (as opposed to
research), students becoming computer scientists at the forefront of computer
science education, and students interested in educational policy. Our courses are
never larger enough to accommodate casual interest, so each student definitely
values education highly. Even our students who do not end up with education as a
central part of their careers, we hope they will take their knowledge and their skills
and questions that they develop in our classes into their lives as influential citizens,
parents etc. We joke that if we graduate the next Mark Zuckerberg or Bill Gates, we
hope that they are better prepared for their educational philanthropy.
Because we are not only preparing students to be educational professionals, our
courses tend to be broader in scope with a more liberal arts approach. In 11.124, the
course for which Committee ofN was developed, we focus on introducing students
to the ideas of progressive learning environments, especially constructionist
learning environments. We have activities that focus students on the benefits of
learning by making, turn over significant chunks of class time to their ideas and
interests, and perhaps most crucially help them develop the skills to be an
efficacious designer of learning environments. Through writing, design projects, and
practice teaching, we help students focus not just on what good instruction looks
like, but what skills and knowledge they already bring to the table.
When it comes to understanding what schools are, however, most students in our
classes don't know how to imagine something much beyond their own experiences
(perhaps extended by shallow knowledge of a friend's experience or via depictions
in cultural products like television and film). For most students, asking what school
is is like the proverbial fish asking another fish what water is - it is an unquestioned,
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unexamined, bur massive part of their lives. To this end, our course has long had, as
the second curricular unit, a unit focused on the history of how ideas and policy
have shaped schooling. At various times this unit has centered around films like
Waitingfor Superman, American Teacher, and Most Likely to Succeed.We have read
texts like Patricia Graham's Schooling America and David Tyack and Larry Cuban's
Tinkering Toward Utopia. In these books and films, students encounter some
narrative about how schooling has come to be and what people have done to try to
change in order to evolve that stubborn institution. We have developed further
material on the subsequent trends in education, focusing particularly on No Child
Left Behind, Race to the Top, and the aftermath of these policies that have created so
much (I would argue) catastrophic change. The curriculum for this unit had long
involved introducing students to the idea that schooling is not one thing, but that it
has a history built about very diverse ideas about what learning is, how it is best
fostered, and what structures emerged from those ideas. Previous iterations of the
class would involve showing films like WaitingforSuperman and leading
discussions about how ideas about achievement and bureaucratic necessity could
drive the creation of student tracking or how the marginalization of the teaching
profession and a need for strong teachers unions creates "the dance of the lemons"
in which ineffective teachers are shuffled from one school to the next because they
can't be fired but also are not an effective educator.
With inputs like this, it is quite understandable why our students felt despair at
improving education in the United States. After reading about the high school's
somewhat arbitrary creation by elites, a legacy of half-measure changes that occur
and recede in local contexts like the Eight Year Plan (Tyack & Cuban, 1995), and
with the example of catastrophic systemic failure of recent federal initiatives, it is
easy to understand why students felt there were no levers to grab at any level in
order to shape the juggernaut called school. We have used various activities, like
jigsaws and presentations to put more of the responsibility for learning on the
students themselves, but as discussed previously, there was a need to change the
work in response to make the arbitrariness of schooling and its challenges into a
less depressing challenge, to make it something that could be changed.
From here we can tell the story of the evolution of Committee ofN. Committee ofN
has been developed for four years to this point. This study has data on four
iterations: a pilot phase, a 2015 fall semester iteration in class, a 2016 fall semester
iteration in class, and a 2017 fall semester iteration in class. I was the teaching
assistant for the course through 2016, and I came back to help run the game in the
fall of 2017. In 2018, the game was run entirely by the teaching team without my
assistance.
ITERATION 1
August 2015
This was in the back of the minds of our teaching team as we sat down to
brainstorm solutions to our curricular problem. We also recognized that we had less
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than a month before the start of the school year and a track record of developing
innovative educational games, so we thought we might bring that expertise to bear
given the time constraints. The basic idea for Committee ofN, as discussed around
the table that day, was, "can we use cards to create small, randomized design
challenges such that students come to feel ownership of these ideas by treating
them as design materials?" In this way, the history of ideas about education comes
to feel like an ongoing process that they are a part of, instead of a monolith of failure,
compromise, and mediocrity that they are standing outside of. We could borrow the
mechanics of games like Apples to Apples and CardsAgainst Humanity to turn this
dispiriting unit into something like a festival of discovery and experimentation.
Time was short, so a prototype was rushed into development. In the pilot phase, our
assumptions about the value of using cards to create light design challenges was
tested with colleagues in our lab. I developed cards with help from a prior instructor
of 11.124 on the backs of old business cards and held two brief playtesting sessions
at lunchtime. We found categories or "suits" for the Values cards: Ideas About
Intelligence, Theories of Learning, Instructional Approaches, Purposes of Schooling,
and Contexts for Schooling, including locations like "Natural Resource Boom
Community," or "Segregated Community." These categories arose with little
adjustment needed. They were derived from the readings we were already assigning
in class, so Graham's Schooling America (2005) naturally yielded the Purposes of
Schooling category. Ideas of Intelligence and Theories of Learning arose naturally
from foundational readings from How People Learn (National Academies, 1999). The
Instructional Approaches category was created to give players some basic
architecture for their designs as cards like "Project Based Learning," "Flipped
Classroom," and "Apprenticeship" might immediately spark a student's imagination
in a way that an intelligence concept like, "Intelligence as 'G"' might not. The fixed,
material objects of schooling that students would be responding to-what we would
come to call the Design Elements-were generated spontaneously but seemed
encompass a good portion of the institution.
There was not much theorizing of why this experience might work. We were
definitely calling it a game, but its similarities to a Construction Kit like Pico Crickets
(Resnick, 2006) was not yet fully apparent. Committee of N's most essential
affordances could arguably be assigned to a category of "game affordances" or a
category of "construction kit affordances." Both of these types of learning objects
function on the idea of playful learning, whereby the invitation to learn is within a
framework that supports and/or affords autonomy, probing, personal connection
and greater curiosity than traditional, more didactic forms of education. Below, I
explore the affordances that are likely descended from both games and from
construction kits.
Game Affordances
Perhaps the most crucial aspect of Committee ofN was to establish that ideas could
be affixed to cards, and that those cards could be randomized and dealt to players as
hands with implicit challenges within them. Playing cards, being planar with two
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sides and randomizable allow for each challenge to feel "fair" as in creating a sense
that, idiomatically, they must play the hands they are dealt. By posing an openended design problem without stakes that will impact their grades, Committee ofN
creates an opportunity for students to come up with (and thus own) their ideas. This
invitation to creativity is related to Alfred North Whitehead's idea that creativity
emerges as an opportunity, borne of those aspects of a situation (1929). As
discussed last chapter, Ian Bogost, theorist of games and play, references this idea
when describing play as the act of working something (anything!) and that fun is the
emotion we feel while doing so (2018). For the purposes of this diagram, I will
describe this process of working things as interactivity, probing, and feedback.
Committee ofN brings students' personal experiences in education, at MIT and
elsewhere, into conversation with educational values and ideas from the curriculum,
allowing them to think critically about their experiences and the experiences others
have in education and combine that experience with new ideas. The game also
provides time to reflect and reconsider one's professional practice through
structured individual and group creative exercises (Sch6n, 1983; Sawyer, 2014).
Committee ofN also descends from a long line of card games whose principle design
affordance is the distributing of information and concepts onto cards, randomizing
that information, and inviting player creation and interpretation (Altice, 2014). This
makes the game somewhat unusual for card games, where the cards have a direct,
clearly indexed value within the game system, but artists like John Cage, Brian Eno,
and the Dadaists have used the randomness and the planarity of cards and other
similar systems to drive new developments in their practice and increase the
creativity of their work (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003). Creative card games like Apples
to Apples (Mattel, 1999), The Metagame (Local No. 12, 2010), Pictionary(Angel
Games Inc., 1985), and even the traditional practice of the tarot all make use of these
affordances to suggest open-ended design spaces and creative opportunities.

&

Committee ofN draws upon multiple affordances that games use to create
meaningful interactions: uncertainty & ambiguity, interactivity, feedback,
competition against the system, & the "pleasures of disputation". Uncertainty and
ambiguity create situations that fundamentally resist easy interpretation (see
above). While games are often played with the expectation of an interpretable
outcome (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003; Malaby, 2007), games must first produce a
great deal of pleasure, joy, frustration etc. via uncertainty and ambiguity (Salen
Zimmerman, 2003; Costikyan, 2013; Gaver, 2003). Games also use interactivity to
induce player choice, to stimulate players into making evaluations and actions
within their systems (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003). Feedback then allows players to
interpret those interactions within the system (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003).
Interactivity is the meeting of signs and meaning and processing the outcome.
Feedback is a process where players are given information about their efforts in an
interactive manner and encompasses failure and success. Our feedback system
begins in dialogue as players bounce ideas off one another and ends as they submit
their ideas to the teaching team for feedback/approval, preparing to move on.
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Two other components were key as well. The first is the rule that no dealt hand can
contain two cards of the same suit. If a player is trying to blend constructivist and
behaviorist approaches, they may feel that they are being dealt a literally unfair
hand. If they are dealt a hand where they must reconcile behaviorism and projectbased learning and they are from two different suits, they are receiving the message
that these things are not literally, logically opposed even if they conflict
considerably. Collaboration was also key. We designed the game to be played as a
pair both so that players did not feel isolated in taking on this task alone and so that
they would have to make their thinking visible to one another and to the teaching
team. If the players are struggling silently alone, it can be hard to know, which
would be a huge challenge to making an exercise like this effectively. It is much
easier to spot a struggling a pair than a struggling individual. Also, particularly at the
beginning, by being asked to talk to another player, there is a designed pathway to
starting to figure out the problem (as opposed to anxiously fretting about the
missing knowledge or competency.
In Committee ofN, students are rapidly, iteratively developing schools from the
ground up, based on values they may or may not share. They are learning what
seems to work well, and what may present more challenges. I assert that this design
activity provides our students with a unique opportunity to decompose and
approximate the practice of designing learning environments consistent with the
theory and values (Grossman et al, 2009). I believe it also provides an opportunity
to align their practice with the best working theory in school reform. Fullan and
Quinn, leaders in school change, advocate for coherence, or, "the shared depth of
understanding about the nature of the work" in the face of, "overload,
fragmentation, and policy churn" (2016) as the central goal of reform. They point to
achieving coherence through an action framework with four main components:
focusing direction, cultivating collaborative cultures, deepening learning, and
securing accountability (2016). These components are not to be used to enact some
sort of policy-level enforcement of improvement, but instead to allow continuous
improvement and reflection from within, as Mehta indicates (2013b). For instance, a
focused direction allows for clear goals in which all staff members to see their place,
and explicit strategy which enables educational institutions to develop a common
language and knowledge base. Collaborative cultures enable organization members
to sustain growth mindsets as individuals and as a group, working on learning and
doing together. Finally, deep learning, in their estimation, comes more from
selecting a small set of learning goals and pursuing them doggedly and
collaboratively. In other words, by using this theory of reform as the center of
Committee ofN, by surfacing values and making them the center of the action, we
provide students with experiences of focused direction, a collaborative culture, and
deepening the learning process over our prior practice, and create an environment
rich with opportunities for personal and epistemological connection in which to
develop ideas for public scrutiny.
ConstructionKit Affordances
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Construction kits have a rich history in developing tools for learning. Resnick
describes the meta-design of constructional design as "designing for designers"
(1996). There are two crucial components to these kits, epistemological connections
and personal connections (Resnick et al, 1996). With respect to personal
connections, "construction kits and activities should connect to users' interests,
passions, and experiences" (Resnick et al., 1996). Epistemological connections mean
that, "construction kits and activities should connect to important domains of
knowledge-and, more significantly, encourage new ways of thinking (and even
new ways of thinking about thinking). A well-designed construction kit makes
certain ideas and ways of thinking particularly salient, so that users are likely to
connect with those ideas in a very natural way, in the process of designing and
creating" (Resnick et al., 1996).
There is a question as to why dealing three cards seemed like the right answer.
Certainly, one idea at hand was that comedy comes in threes, an unofficial rule of
comedy that says that if you repeat something three times (usually with some minor
variation), it becomes funny. This has been hypothesized to be an extension of
human pattern detection schemas in which one piece of evidence is just an
anecdote, two pieces of evidence might establish a trend, and three may support a
real theory. I found the following diagram in Jay Silver's dissertation that I think
explains our intuition quite well.
In describing how he knows whether a Constructive Lens is expressive, Silver
describes a "sample space" as being created by three projects that are different from
one another "in at least a few ways," he has "a huge space of possible projects that
are implied by the in between space between the points" (2014). In a similar way, I
believe that by identifying three values that are different from one another, attached
to the purpose implied by a Design Element, a design space is implied.
Finally, but perhaps foremost, Committee ofN is educational technology. Glibly, it is
a deliberately designed tool used for educational ends. More seriously, it was
developed after years of engagement with the principles of educational technology
in mind. Merrill's principles of instructional design, teaching for understanding,
constructionism, the efforts of the games for learning community, and critiques of
"discovery learning" - these are all important ideas that had be incorporated into
my designer's intuition to produce the initial response to the prompt and then to be
revisited with each subsequent revision of the design.
The biggest lesson, aside from finding the basic idea a solid foundation, was what we
called "The Batcave Problem." Even with contextual variables included sometimes in
order to limit what equipment and other material affordances could be included, the
designs tended to be outfitted in an unrealistic way. The contextual cards also
proved somewhat challenging to include in that most of our colleagues were not
intimately familiar with the contextual affordances of a natural gas boom town or a
highly segregated community. The inability to manifest that knowledge and make
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use of it proved frustrating. We didn't think our students were going to fare much
better, so we struck the contextual variables suit from the iteration we would do
about a month later.

ITERATION 2
October2015
•

•
•
•

We add subsequent phases in order to promote deliberation and achieve a
learning goal of realizing that schools are often designed with a number of
contrasting and even conflicting values defining the functionality of core
parts of the daily experience.
We made the cards look nice, printing them on cardstock.
We cut out the constraint cards, as they seemed too challenging to use
correctly in our pilot, Iteration 1.
We implemented over four class sessions.

The results from the pilot were encouraging, and so, over the course of about a
month, the first version of the game was developed with a great deal of discussion
with the teaching team. After discussions and syllabus-redesign with the teaching
team, we figured the activity would have one eighty-minute class period and three
sixty-minute class periods to run the activity. In the lead up to it, we would be able
to use prior parts of the class to lay the groundwork for content knowledge about
schooling (a jigsaw on learning environments, a discussion of the purposes of
schooling drawn from Patricia Graham's Schooling America, and a lecture bringing
students up to date about the policies and ideas that shaped education during their
schooling careers, beginning with the No Child Left Behind legislation).
The game needed another phase, so this was developed without much testing, on
the strength of the literature around deliberation. The game was also designed with
a strong focus on the amount of time we had left in our curriculum to play the game.
Cards were formalized into suits, mocked up in desktop publishing software and
printed on heavy stock at MIT's CopyTech. Rules and procedures were solidified and
additional game tools were developed, including a worksheet where their designs
could be recorded and powerpoint presentations to introduce each day's activities.
The game was played over four -60 minute class periods in October 2015, and
students were interviewed about the game after play. The teaching team debriefed
as well. We also looked for references to the game in their subsequent essays in the
class, many of which made unprompted reference to the game. While the first phase
worked reasonably well, the second phase was overhauled to better scaffold
deliberation with improved structuring and smaller group sizes
Iteration2 Overview
Iteration 2 of Committee ofN is actually the origin of the name Committee ofN, in a
tribute to the role of the "Committee of Ten" who developed the curriculum and
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structure for high school as we know it, This iteration consisted of the same two
decks of cards, one the "School Design Elements" deck and the other the "School
Design Values" deck. The School Design Elements are features of school that have an
influence on the experiences and ideas of a school and its denizens. The eight are:
Bell Schedule
Classroom Design
Assessment Framework
Technology Infrastructure

Professional Development
Building Design
Extracurricular Offerings
Graduation Requirements

The values are too numerous to list, but they are grouped into four families of
values:
• Theories of Intelligence (i.e., Theory of Multiple Intelligences)
• Purposes of Schooling (i.e., Elite College Prep, Student Achievement)
• Theories of Learning (i.e. Behaviorism, Constructionism)
• Instructional Approaches (i.e. Flipped Classroom, Design-Based Learning)
Students are split into pairs and each pair is given a random School Design Element
and three School Design Values (each must be from a different family, as described
above). Students may then take as long as they like, use whatever resources they
need (to look up more information about a card, for instance), to develop a design
solution for their School Design Element. In this iteration, this solution is
documented on an Element Sheet (see below) and placed to the side, which is
designed to support their ideation, as opposed to the wilder solution of providing
construction paper as a blank canvas in Iteration 1. We felt that even if the players
didn't use the scaffolding at all and turned the paper over to draw whatever they
wanted, that was fine. The Element Sheet also helped reify the student designs some
in order to help students manifest their work outside of their own heads, as
Constructionism (for instance) demands. Even though their classroom design would
not be a scale model for instance, it would hopefully be a more clearly elucidated
idea. As legendary inventors of speculative design, Dunne & Raby say, "It is often
said that if something is conceptual, it is only an idea, but that is missing the point. It
is because it is an idea that it is important" Students repeat this process until they
have a sufficient number have developed a few Elements they're really proud of. In
our case, we had students "check out" with a member of the teaching staff after each
Element so that we could check their thinking and deal them a new hand of cards.
More advanced students might be given their own decks with which to play. In the
end, students should come together in groups and attempt to develop a school
together based on their collected Elements, debating and performing some selfassessment along the way. We had two groups of twelve students, with each pair
bringing three Elements - we'll discuss how this played out next.
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Fig. 7: A Designed
Element sheetfrom
Iteration2.
Fig. 8: A hand of
Committee of Nfrom
Iteration2.

Your design element:
Our design includes....

Because...

School Design Elements:
O Bell Schedule
Q Technology Infrastructure
O Classroom design
U Graduation requirements
U Extracurricular offerings
U Student Assessment Framework
U Professional Development framework
U Building design

Value:
U
U
U

Value:
U
U
U
U
U
U

Theories of Learning
Social Constructivist
Constructionist
Behaviorist
Connectivist
Situated Learning
Cognitivist

Value:
U
U
J
j
U

Value:
U
U
U
U

Theory of Human Intelligence
Tabula Rasa
General Intelligence Factor
Theory of Recollection
Multiple Intelligences

U
U
U
U

a

Teaching Approaches
Project-based Learning
Flipped Classroom
Mastery Leaming/Standards-Based
Grading
Apprenticeship
Vocational Education
Design-Based Leaming
"School of One"
Purpose of Schooling
Elite College Prep
College and Career Readiness
Assimilation
Bulwark of Democracy
Life Adjustment &Purpose
Standardized Test Performance

Iteration2 Playthrough
Committee ofNwas developed to help replace and enhance a unit on the history of
US education - what forces have led to the current state of affairs? The idea was to
use discussions in which students designed schools as a means to develop
knowledge of the ideas and ideologies that have shaped schooling. The experience
below was shaped by our previous unit, by the amount of time we could allot for the
experiment, and a pretty rough estimate of what we wanted to do. We performed a
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few very light play tests in advance of this case, but this was the best-conceived and
documented test we conducted. The game was divided into three phases across 4
sixty-five minute class periods. Below, we unpack what we did when and why in our
playthrough.
PhaseI
In this phase, players focused on producing Element Cards based on hands of School
Design Element and School Design Value cards. The preparation the students had
done before this point was to read about the design of learning environments in
How People Learn (National Academies, 1999), participate in a jigsaw of Patricia
Graham's Schooling America (2005), and received a lecture on the development of
the federal educational system from Brown vs. the Board of Education to the
present day. They also took a brief pre-assessment so we might understand their
understandings. Phase I was conducted over the course of one and three-quarters of
a class period. We began with a brief presentation introducing Phase I. We avoided
telling them too much about the other phases because we wanted them to
participate in the design activity without doing any strategizing for the future. We
allowed them to divide themselves into pairs, and then set about passing out cards
and waiting to evaluate student work.
During this phase, it was important to be critical of the right things. Student ideas
could be as wild and silly as they wanted them to be, so long as they a) had a proper
understanding of the ideas on the cards and b) had done work to synthesize the
ideas on the values cards. In the case of the former, where students had not quite
developed an understanding of an idea, it was easy enough to send them back to the
drawing board to investigate a gap in their knowledge based on our feedback. In the
latter case, it can be somewhat more difficult. Students would describe a bell
schedule that had a behaviorist component, a design-based learning component, and
a "schooling as the bulwark of democracy" component, but they would not attempt
to find a way to synthesize the three. Admittedly, when it came to values cards,
some hands are simply better than others, and this is actually part of the learning
goals. For a student to understand that "Design Based Learning" might be a
challenge to fit with "Behaviorism" and "Theory of General Intelligence" reflects a
real trajectory from novice understanding towards expertise.
PhaseII
This is a short but important phase, leading towards the third and final phase. We
gave students approximately 20 minutes to complete this. We scheduled this, but we
did shave about ten minutes off of our intended Phase II time so that we could allow
students a bit more time to build up a good bank of designed elements. The purpose
of this phase is for students, still in their pairs, to whittle their bank of designed
elements from about seven down to three. These are to be used in negotiating a
school in the third phase, but we were circumspect about how these elements would
be used in the third phase. We wanted to prevent students from "gaming" the
system and instead to provide a rich, weird variety of designed elements to work
from. We gave them the following criteria for making their decisions:
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The purpose of the first rule was to ensure that a diversity of elements made it into
Phase III. Students were instructed that rules two through four should be read as
hierarchical priorities - students should first prioritize elements they were proud of,
then ones that were interesting to them, and then focus on feasibility. The intent was
to ensure that some of the stranger elements would be brought into PhaseIII, which
would make the debating and negotiation of that phase a more interesting
experience for learning. Our assumptions were that the elements students were
proud of and interested in might be some of the stranger ones, while having
feasibility as a last priority might mean that the students' last picks would
potentially be more milquetoast so that the last phase wasn't completely frustrating.
In our wrap-ups, we heard that more students would have preferred to have a
greater diversity and more strange elements in Phase III, so we will be tweaking
these rules.
Phase III
In Phase III, the essence of the activity is students in larger groups negotiating
schools from pooled selections they made in Phase II. We took advantage of the
natural break between classes, collected all of their designed elements, and entered
them into a spreadsheet, using the cards from which they drew their values and
elements, as well as what we knew about the students to that point to create two
twelve student school-creation groups. Students were charged with picking one of
each of the eight design elements from among their aggregated elements. We
initially intended to have them debate the schools over one class period, but this
proved to be too short a time period. Also, despite our best intentions, these
discussions were a common sore spot at the end of the class. Groups of twelve were
seemingly just too large, and students both felt that it was hard to have their voice
heard and that the resulting schools were not particularly interesting because large
groups working together (and particularly under time pressure, we think) have a
result to make the safest moves possible. What's more, both of our groups
converged on relatively similar design-focused schools. In my notes, I wrote, "They
both made High Tech High," referring to the progressive, project-based schools that
originated in San Diego. The schools converged not only on "safe" elements, and
ones quite similar to an MIT education, but they also used the same "mulligan" (an
allowed do over for one element) to build assessment frameworks from the bottom
up.
Finally, the assessment for students in this history and policy unit is to write, in
essay form, a letter to the teaching team about what sort of school they would like to
teach in, grounded in history and policy. The paper should also be grounded in their
personal experiences, their observations in local schools (which are often quite
different from their own schools), and their reactions to other representations of
schooling in the course, including the film A Year at Mission Hill.
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In the democratic design phase, students were split into two schools with twelve
students (six pairs) in each. They were asked to, for each of the eight concrete
design elements of a school, pick one of their responses to that prompt (i.e., pick one
classroom design, one building design, one bell schedule etc.). They were given a
few provisional rules to help shape their process. First, groups were given a
"mulligan," whereby if they simply did not have or could not agree upon an
appropriate response for a given design element, then they could, as a group, agree
on a new design response. If Committee ofN were strictly speaking, a game of
scarcity where punishing players for mismanagement of resources was important,
this mechanic would seem like a poor fit. For a learning activity though, giving a
group that had arrived at this kind of failure state an opportunity to further
deliberate and further share and discuss the ideas and values that shape schools
seems like an easy win.
Further, Fullan and Quinn, experts in the field of school change with a track record
to show for it, assert that the best way to produce a functional, thriving school is to
get all of the stakeholders involved onboard with a few clear, achievable goals. In the
process of working towards a small number of goals that teachers, students,
administrators, and staff can keep in their working memory, and by establishing
those goals as values, everyone in school can coordinate their actions harmoniously
with others when they make even the smallest decisions over the course of the day.
Deciding curricular priorities and deciding what to do with unstructured or service
time is no longer an ambiguous puzzle that can result in choice paralysis. Even when
disagreements arise, it is easier to align one's practices with a small number of
values, principles, or ideas (2015).
This process does not necessarily directly simulate a discrete component of the
process of being a teacher, but it does enforce the idea that teachers are, by
performing even the most parsimoniously described version of their duties, creating
the learning environments of their classrooms and their schools. Moreover, they are
doing these activities with others, both in the moment through their work with
students and colleagues, and through time, collaborating with the educators,
researchers, and students who came before. By calling attention to this shared
mission of tinkering toward utopia, teachers might not just have a better
understanding of the ideas that have shaped their environment in concrete as well
as more abstract ways, but they also may feel less alone on the journey. They are
positioned as a fellow practitioner, not as a pathologist delicately performing an
autopsy and searching for what went wrong.
Of course, as teachers in schools, our students may not always have the ability to
work to define the work they're doing, or to define the norms. The technology
infrastructure or even the schedule may be decided by their district or state
administrators. In these cases, knowing what you value as a teacher and being able
to understand what ideas are shaping the parts of your life that you cannot control
allow you to either offer nuanced critique when change is possible, or to
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accommodate and adapt your circumstances to achieve outcomes aligned with your
desires.
These extended activities seemed necessary to me to add an endogeneity to the
game that connected students to actual practices and ideas of teachers, in as much
as teachers are designers of learning environments. The goal was to avoid becoming
"Privilege," a game designed by Robert Morey in the 1930s. Privilege was a card
game, "a forerunner of five-handed bridge" according to the Harvard Crimson
(Harvard Crimson, 1938). Morey's goal was to use the card game, loaded with
socialist symbols, to convert Americans. In a letter, he wrote, "My idea is to
surround the figure with symbols which will arouse the curiosity of the dull, cardplaying middle class females, then send them alert people to explain the game and
symbols, thereby giving them a few ideas they would never have had before." This
game was just bridge though. There was no sense of doing and being within the
game-all the learning would come only from looking at the game cards and being in
the company of an alert stranger.
The reactions from the students were for the most part positive. Two comments
below typify the responses:
"...I learned the concepts so much better by trying to build schools from them
than if we had just done some readings on them or had a lecture laundrylisting the different philosophies/interpretations of learning... The Committee
ofN opened my eyes to what kind of schools were out there, to what a school
could even be defined as."
"In the future, if I am evaluating the success of a learning environment or am
presented with a teaching opportunity, I will be better equipped to consider
a more complete set of factors that affect learning."
One response from a final essay remained with me though. This response
illuminated a limitation of our practice.
"Rather than focusing on the actual practice of designing a school today, the
activity first has us mix -and -match design elements cards as if schools could
truly be described as a combination of independently chosen, modular
elements coined by education theorists. Then we convene in a large group to
design the one school to rule them all without any practical considerations to
our target audience, the school's mission, and what similar schools have tried
in the past. Although the activity was effective in helping the design element
terminology stick, the process of matching cards and thinking about the ideal
school is unhelpful without a clear focus on the specific problems the school
aims to solve. Making a difference in the educational systems tends to be
difficult not because we don't have a clear idea of theoretical design
elements or our ideals, but because we lack thorough understanding of
how to balance different populations' interests. The Committee ofN
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activity abstracts away all of the problems in our education system, grants us
a couple massive assumptions ("let's pretend our school has ridiculous
funding!"), and asks us to piece together a school with what is left. In some
ways, this activity was the epitome of the sandboxes."
This is potentially a response that students in elite institutions who hope to balance
all of the interests in education. This is potentially more of a policy-maker focus, or
the focus of someone who hopes to be in a position of some power. I found the
comment to also reflect how much there is to learn and do in education. But the
student later went on to write that they weren't sure why they got so grumpy and
that the course had perhaps been their favorite class at MIT.
ITERATION 3
October 2016
• We revise Phase III considerably to create more effective deliberation in
creating their schools. We split our roughly 22 students into four groups
instead of two, responding to student feedback that it was too difficult to be
heard. We also gave students template Powerpoint presentations to better
structure their output.
• Phase III became Phase II and Phase II was just collapsed into Phase I as a
secondary stage.
* We incorporated a Gallery Walk to the beginning of that phase to eliminate
students having to present on their Designed Elements one by one.
• Phase II acquired a second stage in which, after they developed a school in
their larger groups, we gave them a randomly chosen constraint and
information about that constraint so that they could re-design their school in
response to that constraint. This was done in response to a request for more
realism.
• We made even prettier cards and had them made by Game Crafter so that the
students felt they were participating in something solid and real.
• A supporting wiki was developed with information about the concepts on the
cards to function as a walled garden for learning about the topics while
conducting their designs.
In the year that lapsed between these iterations, Committee ofN saw some
successful implementations on the road. Justin Reich took the game on the road,
including meetings with philanthropists that came to MIT to his EdTech Teacher
conference, using it with teachers hungry for innovation in the classroom. The prime
insight that would come back from this touring was that teachers would find that
they were always obligated to work on the cards that they weren't as excited about
and seemed to never have time to work on the values they were most curious about.
They wouldn't have time to try Project-Based Learning, but they would need to
attend to behaviorist discipline. We also took the game to the Deans for Impact
Meeting, discussed briefly in the next chapter. For that game, we supported an
organization that seeks to improve teacher education create a custom version of the
game for their semi-annual meeting. I include this to say that the game was
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acquiring some shine and attracting praise, so we were acting from a place of
excitement and enthusiasm for the future in refining the game for the next iteration.
Coming into the iteration, we felt that Phase I was stable. It was functional and
enjoyable. The primary goal of the new iteration would be to avoid the final
outcome of Phase III in Iteration 2, with the final school deliberations being in
groups that are frustratingly large and converging on schools that feel too default.
We also wanted to support the student deliberations more, by providing more
structure, directions, and materials. We focused on students having more bandwidth
to talk to one another and express their ideas while structuring the activity enough
so that their conversations about what to do would focus more on the games
content and ideas. To this end, we broke the class in to smaller groups, moving from
two groups of roughly ten to six groups of roughly four. We structured the first
meetings of these groups to be a "gallery walk" in which the teaching staff taped
each group's completed Element Sheets up on the wall of the classroom so that they
could familiarize themselves with all of the work of their new groupmates quickly,
as opposed to describing the sheets to one another in a linear fashion, as had
happened in Iteration 2 and took a lot of time. Finally, to save time and scaffold the
activity, we gave the students a pre-made presentation template so that they could
put their group presentations together quickly and hit the same design features in
short order.
In order to combat the problem of students converging on similar, High Tech High
type schools, we included the film Most Likely to Succeed as part of the preparatory
work, which documents a year principally at High Tech High, interrogating the value
of an achievement-focused curriculum and the benefits of a project-focused
curriculum. We figured that by leaning all the way into unpacking that kind of school
would make it somewhat more obvious and thus less appealing to remake High
Tech High in the deliberative phase. Additionally, we brought context cards back
from the first iteration of the game in order to further dissuade students from
making fantastic, unimpeded schools. In their deliberative groups, after their initial
school presentations on the third class period, the students were given a new
context to research and to which they would have to bend their school in the next
context. These six contexts (One Room Schoolhouse, College Prep Culture,
Accountability, Limited Funding, Strong Teacher's Union, and Student Catch Up),
employed in this way, were chosen to force students to reconsider their ideal
visions after having the freedom to imagine, instead of making it a typical value as in
Iteration 1.
In Iteration 2, because Committee ofN was developed very quickly, students were
left to research each of the ideas on the cards via internet search engines with little
background or guidance, which led to some misinterpretations along the way. I
devised a wiki whose entry aimed to not necessarily provide answers, but provide
guidance, questions, and carefully curated resources for further research. This
resource centralized all of the ideas that students could encounter on the cards in
walled garden that was hopefully still wild enough to invite curiosity.
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For this iteration, we thought it would be useful to poll the students in order to
collect a little bit of design feedback style data from many students in addition to
interviewing six students in greater depth. With about half of the class responding
to the survey, two-thirds of the students indicated that the game had an above
average impact on their learning about ideas about learning and schooling have
shaped schooling throughout history. Every student replied with a three or higher to
the statement, "I would like more semi-structured, creative activities like Committee
ofN in this class and/or others," with a mean response of 4.08. Similarly, no student
posted below a three to the statement "Throughout the activity, I felt my struggles
were productive," with a mean score of 3.92. While this points to a decently
successful intervention, it also certainly left room for improvement.
The Element Sheet received an overhaul as well, attempting to make them feel less
bureaucratic (in response to student complaint). These initial versions made for our
test are good at capturing a lot of information, but in this pass we emphasized the
design affordances and the implications of those affordances. I removed all of the
names of cards, confident that students would get through several cards as well as
look at the wiki-there was no "scanning" or "cultural competency" benefit to seeing
the names of the cards written out. This also yielded more space on the sheet to
accommodate student creativity, which is highly prized in this activity.
Finally, I put in a lot of effort to polish and update the game's look, redesigning the
look of the cards. I found the Espinosa Nova font that the original Committee of Ten
report was published in, including a printer's mark icon that would come to be the
primary insignia for the game, appearing as the color contrast marker on the face of
every card. The colors were picked using Adobe Color Picker in order to ensure that
the game looked beautiful. The cards were now printed to very much resemble
playing cards by thegamecrafter.com and distributed in a custom tuck box. These
colorful card faces were used to also create sheets of stickers that were about 1/8th
the size of the card face so that they could be applied to the Element Sheets so that
the Element Sheets would be more legible during the Gallery Walk and the rest of
the deliberation process.
It seemed like things went well overall, but that the constraint phase was only a
mixed success to the teaching staff. We felt like the adding the constraint was overall
a good move, but that having the students reverse their designs was more
counterproductive than productive and had a kind of killjoy effect that Committee of
N was developed to overcome in the first place. Even though students drew their
constraints randomly, it had too much the feel of a test and robbed students of
opportunity. One student summed up the situation nicely when, in her interview,
she said:
I like the idea of having it brought in later, because then you're not
constrained at all and you can just be like, "This is the perfect school," like I
was saying before. And it's kinda like reality it's, "Oh I have this constraint I
have to deal with now." But, I dunno, I think if you put it in before, it's nice
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because then people take it more into consideration, and it becomes a central
part of the planning, which is important because then people won't just be
like, "Let's just stick it on to this side of the school." or things like that. It
becomes more of, "How can we make this constraint a positive thing that we
do?" Or "How can we make the best of the constraint situation?" as opposed
to like, "We have this school, now let's just slam the constraint." I don't know.
She was in credibly thoughtful, particularly regarding the challenges that her fellow
students had faced, giving this insight a good deal of weight. Feedback like this,
combined with the intuitions of the teaching team pushed focus for the next
iteration to trying to get constraint right.
"When I was younger I attended a low income neighborhood school. There
were a lot more incidents in terms of behavior affecting the academic
environment. When I was identified as gifted, I moved to a higher income
school and the difference was stark. I had the opportunity to leave my
classroom and work in a smaller environment where all the students were on
track, the relationship with teachers was different, and students were
trusted. After seeing the difference, I wanted to create avenues for education
for all students, specifically low income students. However, there are several
difficulties in creating an environment that acknowledges all the experiences
of students. Students need to find a way to connect those experiences to their
learning environment, and for that environment to spread beyond the
classroom."
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ITERATION 4
October 2017
• In Phase II, we felt that adding the constraint did not quite promote the
discussions we were hoping to have about the challenges of developing a
school. As a response, we treated this phase as more of a "What if...?"
moment instead of an opportunity to get deep into the challenges of creating
schools under social and material constraint, because time was just too short.
To
drive the What If? questions, we had the students engage with the then
•
just-announced XQ Superschools, requiring the students to engage with the
materials for the 10 innovative schools what had been awarded $10 million
in order to advance radical pedagogy. For their final presentations, students
made presentations on the schools they built from Designed Elements in a
format that followed the XQ videos and other materials.
• To engage with constraints and to focus conversations a bit more, we
removed the Instructional Approaches suit from the Committee of N decks
and added a suit that incorporated material and community constraints as
embodied by the roll of a six-sided die.
• In order to support students researching the concepts on the cards as they
played, we moved to a paper handout packet because a) we felt it kept
students present in the classroom instead of disappearing into the screen
and b) the wiki we created the previous year disappeared in the intervening
year, I believe because the wiki company was bought by another educational
technology company.
• We tried to bring some of Woebken's (2016) "future casting" tools into the
classroom in order to better support envisioning the future, including a
"Futures Cone" and a tool called the PCASTPEST that asked them critical
thinking/imagination questions about various lenses on their schools,
including Students, Teachers, Economic, Social, etc.
For this iteration, the focus was to improve how the game addressed constraint. We
addressed this in a few ways. First, we removed the "Instructional Approach" suit
altogether, in an attempt to cut down on the cognitive load of the game. While there
was an upside to having students become culturally competent in the instructional
buzzwords of the day, the teaching staff was not convinced that the benefits were
worthwhile, particularly when the constraints could be improved. We wanted to add
more randomness into the game, so in the cards below, you can see that we added
constraint in a fairly broad way, where students could draw a card with a
community involvement indicator (a smiley face), a wealth indicator (a dollar sign)
or both. Students were to roll a six-sided die and refer to a player aid to get a sense
of what kind of community their school would be in and how it might impact their
design.
Second, we addressed constraint by introducing a new type of story into our
students' learning. The XQ Superschool program had introduced itself to the world
and was engaging MIT to help with its program. They had announced the schools to
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5

which they would award ten million dollars, and had posted very beautiful profiles
and videos about the schools online. Instead of framing the question of Committee of
N as, "What accident of history could have created this school?," we wanted students
to ask "What if?" and get back to the roots of the game. Instead of repeating the
school pitches of the previous iteration, we had students develop their own versions
of an XQ video for their school, turning them into passionate advocates for their
programs. These"videos" were actually just presentations, but it was important that
students really work to grasp the sociopolitical underpinnings that were shaping
their schools.
To this end, in order to help them envision the future, we gave them Extrapolation
Factory futures cones, as well as a tool called the PCASTPEST, which provided a
number of lenses with which to address their school's potential future. PCASTPEST
stands for Parents, Community, Administrators, Students, Teachers, Political,
Economic, Social, and Technological. By answering the questions associates with
these lenses, we hoped that we could ameliorate the problems that stymied us all
the way back in Iteration 1. How could we help people understand the impact that
context has on school without having a ton of reading in advance or having sociopolitically omnicompetent student teachers.
This activity seemed to work quite well, although one pair of students, when I was
evaluating their designed response, expressed some frustration about working with
what they saw as old ideas.

"

"I think in like a very abstract way just'cause everything was so idealized at
the beginning. Also, because a lot of these theories were theories that aren't
really used any more. I was kinda like, "Why are we using these
theories?"...me and [my partner] were just like, "Why are we... This is so sad.
This is so bad." Or something'cause we didn't like the idea of making tiered
extra-curricular tracks or something like that. So we were like, "Oh, this is so
bad." I think this is the one we ended up like eliminating...
Their work is depicted in figure 21. They are talking about thinking about the game
in relation to the world. It was rare to see students actually write things like, "screw
this," on their papers, but it may be an appropriate response to feeling as if you are
being asked to design tracking for students with developmental issues. This student
had written extensively in their paper about the perils and her desire to create a
series of values. Players bring their own values to bear, and the constraints are not
necessarily something that players want to "work."
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DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
In this chapter I have described the development of Committee of N and how it
functioned in our class. I have detailed how we responded to the needs of the
students, providing an opportunity to learn about the history of ideas in education
in the United States by turning those ideas into a "constructive lens." Students were
able to, across iterations, playfully break apart and re-mold school through the
concrete facets of schools that shape everyday life there. By using game and
construction kit affordances, we were able to usher them into a basic cultural
competency with these ideas while encouraging a curiosity to learn more. There
were frustrations along the way however, and it remains unclear how best to
provide students with just enough information on these ideas, scaffolding their
learning while taking a light touch and not simply making the memorization of facts
(as on flashcards) or the assessment of such memorization the focus of the activity.
While the teaching team identified a need to help students create a school from the
designed artifacts of schooling that they created in their paired design responses,
this portion of the game (Phase III in Iteration 2, but Phase II thereafter for
simplicity's sake) is still developing as well. Encountering the challenge of blending
aspects of schooling with contradictory values is an important part of the game's
design, but it remains challenging to design and support their deliberations in a
timeframe that feels comfortable for the students. To some degree, this may be due
to the challenges of "type A" students trying to learn by developing something
quickly and in a manner that feels incomplete to them, satisfies our learning goals.
Subsequent to my involvement in the course and the data collected here, the
teaching team actually moved to turn much more of the class into a design exercise
in order to facilitate students' greater comfort in designing their schools. Instructor
Klopfer writes:
Committee of N has done even more to the class it was designed for. The
work around designing schools under constraints, has become the central
focus of the class. Last year the final project was designing or redesigning a
school. This wasn't a hypothetical exercise, but they needed to select an
actual school community, location, and population. They needed to work
within the policy of that community and come up with solutions that were
both creative and practical. Committee of N provided the foundation that the
students needed for this work and set the right course for the class that
allowed us to do this.
One hopes that this move also satisfies tone of the greater challenges in developing
Committee of N, the desire for real connection to the material. As discussed in the
previous chapter, there is real benefit to imagining the future and doing so in part by
incorporating the absurd or the outlandish, it is crucial for our students to do
relevant work, and work connected to their deep interest in education. This is
something that we have been responding to since the first iteration, when a student
told us in writing that he did not wish to play in sandboxes but rather to delve
deeply into the core issues facing real teachers and students. Again, it is our role in
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an introductory class to temper their enthusiasm to dive in right away and to
provide them with the grounding they need in order to use their prodigious skills in
a productive way. Nevertheless, if students are looking to connect their passion for
justice and progressive education to their design work, they may rebel some or
cringe when asked to design schools that foster tracking or other unwanted values
all based on the luck of the draw. Still, it seems to me that when these students leave
our classrooms for their own, they will not only need to know how they feel about
the hands they are dealt - they will need to know how the deck was stacked in the
first place in order to make their plays, to "hack" their own classrooms.
Variants & Extensions
From our work here, there are many ways forward for Committee ofN, and as I
discuss in the next chapter, not all of them will require a centralized authority
certify or incorporate them. Most prominently as I write this, there are efforts
underway to develop a more complete deck of approximately 140 cards that teacher
education programs could purchase to gain maximum flexibility in their teaching as
well as capture and expand their practice. For the sake of documentation however,
here are some other thoughts about future implementations of Committee ofN.
Two Values per Element:One of our design partners suggested we might need to
onboard learners by providing only two value cards instead of three value cards, for
the sake of onboarding.
Expansion Packs: The great thing about card games is that they can allow for easy
modification by anyone. We hope to create expansion packs that will enrich the
gameplay and allow for increased replayability.
Online Version: In order to support the goals of the Woodrow Wilson Academy, we
attempted to investigate an online, asynchronous version to support their training
teachers. This proved quite challenging as having students in proximity both to each
other and to their instructors seems to be essential to productive play in Committee
of N.
ModificationsforOther Fields/Disciplines:The basic idea of Committee of N is
powerful, but simple. We hope to expand the game to other disciplines and forums.
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CHAPTER 4

GAME AS WEED
"You can never start from scratch, and most successful revolutionaries
have deep traditions to draw on. But I do believe we have to start
thinking imaginatively about systems that are fundamentally
differently organized. Shifts do happen in history. We've been taught
for the last 30 to 40 years that imagination has no place in politics or
economics, but that...is bullshit."
-David Graeber

-

INTRODUCTION
The fact of the matter is that I took over two years to complete this dissertation
perhaps short for a humanities dissertation, but the typical dissertation in my home
institution, the Media Arts and Sciences department at MIT is completed in a year.
About nine months prior to the creation of Committee ofN, my wife and I welcomed
twins into the world. I completed my qualifying exams the month after Committee of
N's debut, in a relatively sleepy haze. Over the next year I revised Committee ofN,
taught, developed a white paper for a foundation, co-wrote a book for the MIT Press,
and defended my Proposal Critique in March 2017. I dealt with some family
disasters, watched my field (or at least the things that excited me) collapse with the
demise of the Games+Learning+Society conference in 2016. I watched my
professional interest in academia and my whole professional identity collapse.
I do not say this to elicit sympathy, but to make a really important point about
educational innovation-an innovation must be able to live on beyond its creator.
The wonderful instructors contained within this chapter came to use Committee of N
due to the connective and distributive powers of Justin Reich. These connections
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have been aggressively supported and nurtured by Meredith Thompson. I knew that
my innovation was in the world and making a difference for people, and I couldn't
bring myself to care. And, of course, I felt poorly about that as well. I had seen so
much work on educational innovation come to the fore and provide consistent realworld value because the innovator was a champion and a persistent community
organizer. Karen Brennan's work with ScratchEd, Justin Reich's work to bring
educational innovation to the fore at the Teaching Systems Lab, Mitch Resnick's
work with Scratch, and the work of Eric Klopfer at the Education Arcade to support
communities in Star Logo TNG and game communities like The Radix Endeavor. This
work was inspiring to me, but it was something I never felt comfortable with. While
technically not a personal deficit, you could not have convinced me of this.
The thing that did me some comfort was that Committee ofN was functioning as
intended. The features or affordances built into the game to democratize thinking
about schooling allowed the game to move to other contexts and to become well
integrated in the curricula of their courses with essentially no effort on my part, I
believe this goes in part to emphasizing that a sensitive cultural lens, reading the
need, connecting the local concern-creating teachers-to larger social concerns and
their personal, civic, and professional futures while focusing on the students'
interpretive skills as adaptive designers of learning rather than applicative or
replicative skills allowed the technology to move organically across boundaries.
Additionally, the affordances of the "non-technical" innovation treat adaptation,
accommodation of the activity as a kind of black swan. Without the forced rigid
forms required by technology, instructors are required to be thoughtful when they
engage with Committee of N, while allowing them the maximum amount of leeway to
edit the activity and in an easy, tangible fashion. Teachers could create custom
decks, try their own processes, ask for their own custom outcomes, and generally
take complete ownership of Committee ofN. If these instructors stop using
Committee ofN but continue to revise their practices or develop their own activity
derived from Committee ofN, that is a massive success for the democratic, organic
design principles of the game.
adrienne maree brown created a remarkable book, EmergentStrategies (2017),
identifying the deep patterns of emergence in nature, discussing them through
various lenses (including the science fiction of Octavia Butler), and seeing them as
design strategies for activist work. brown locates her work in part as biomimicry,
although not necessarily of the sort that produces new methods of 3D printing a
home. Brown describes herself and her approach, saying, "[m]y style is more 'Ooh
ah wow how??'than 'Empirical data proves that...' In this venue, where I hope to
muster enough empirical evidence to make my case, I will admit that first, my style
is probably more Ooh ahh wow how than is useful, and also that brown's work
makes good material sense. The strategies she identifies in nature and their utility in
spreading work to create change make good sense. Transformative work might do
well to be like fungi, using toxicity as food, transforming and de-toxifying the
environment. Transformative work might do well to be like a dandelion, spreading
and adapting to new environments easily. brown asserts six main elements of
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emergent strategy-adaptive strategy is fractal, adaptive, interdependent and
decentralized, non-linear and iterative, resilient and transformative, and creates
more possibilities (pg. 50). I would like to think that Committee ofN has
demonstrated these qualities.
One key of this is that the game has a particularly low technological threshold to
engage in and modify the game's core dynamics. The game, encompassing all of its
processes and tools, is hardly low-tech. Publishing software and office productivity
software were used to enable remote and co-present collaboration on the game, to
explain it, and to make it look nice. The game is printed and cut in a proprietary
technological process at thegamecrafter.com's headquarters in Madison, WI, and
then assembled decks can be purchased from their website over the internet with a
credit card or bank account, enabled by all sorts of digital currency technologies and
laws. In each of the four iterations described in this dissertation, the game relied on
students having laptop computers and a faculty-crafted wiki to provide just-in-time
access to just enough information to begin playing with these ideas. But the core of
the experience functions between people and the cards, in the imaginations of the
players and the space between them. An application or platform that was less able
to be manipulated by its users would almost certainly be less contagious. This
makes Committee ofN appealing, extremely mobile, and adaptable to any context.
Something like a dandelion.
In this section, we unpack a small subset of those who have engaged with the tool,
the ideas of Committee ofN, or both. Committee ofN (iteration 3) has sold 127 decks
online at thegamecrafter.com, becoming a Naquadah Seller, "In recognition of a
stunning number of sales." (Naquadah being an important mineral in the Stargate
fictional universe). Each deck purchased can serve many more students though - in
our playthroughs at MIT, we probably needed about three for a class of about
twenty but used four. Many of the relationships described here have come about
due to the MIT Teaching Systems Lab's promotion of the game in a variety of venues,
including their own workshops.
To begin, I will introduce a number of contexts in which Committee ofN has been
used, and the instructors or activity organizers that spoke to me. In these situations,
Committee ofN has been used by people up and down the higher education
spectrum, from undergraduate student teachers, to doctoral students, to master
teachers, to deans of colleges of education. Across these experiences, there were a
number of similarities and differences, both between one another and with the
original Committee ofN as we have practiced it at MIT. A common thread for most of
these individuals is that they encountered Justin Reich or Meredith Thompson of
MIT's Teaching Systems Lab at some point in their travels and were connected to
the project in that way. These two colleagues and scholars did a remarkable job of
spreading the word of Committee ofN while attending meetings, hosting workshops,
and other such activities. That said, I do not believe that Committee ofN was forced
on any of these people-all of these individuals said they were drawn to it for their
own purposes and those that I was able to ask will almost certainly use it again. But
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Committee ofN does seem to have a certain ability to sell itself. Reich tells a story of
presenting the game at a conference when someone came striding up with
excitement, pointing to the game and asking, "what is THAT?! I NEED THAT!!!"
(personal communication).
Some of the things that I wanted to know when I spoke to these folks or read their
reflections were: which parts of the game worked for you, and why (do you think)?
What parts did not work, and why? I wanted to know what they found challenging
about running the activity and how their students responded. I wanted them to help
build out the limited vision for the game that arose because of its initially limited
context - what did they think was missing? Finally, I also wanted to know about
their own creativity- did they modify the game at all, or add their own materials or
mechanics? Did they find something exciting that could supplant an existing part of
the game? The responses I got were incredibly inspiring.
CONTEXTS & INSPIRATION
Peter Fishman - Vice President of Strategy, Deansfor Impact
After meeting Justin at the South by Southwest Edu conference, Peter and Deans for
Impact director Benjamin Riley knew they wanted Committee of N for their
semiannual meeting. The organization, "works to ensure that every beginning
teacher is good on day one, and on the path to become great over time. They do this
by, "connecting with leaders of educator preparation programs; helping them
transform their programs; sustaining these transformations over time; and
influencing policy that affects their work" (Deans for Impact website). At these
semiannual meetings, DFI brings together their member deans of colleges of
education, teacher preparation programs, and non-college teacher ed programs to
listen to guest lectures, exchange ideas. DFI aims to "build relationships, trust and
understanding between leaders of different educator preparation programs," or to
push the thinking of these deans and to have them push one another. Fishman said
of their interest on Committee of N that, "[t]his sounds like a really cool way to get
people talking to each other, get people engaged in interesting, intellectually
engaging content, and also maybe be a vehicle for people to push each other's
thinking...We are always looking at these gatherings for creative, interesting ways to
get people to talk to each other...around meaningful and substantive questions." To
this end, we ended up collaborating on a new deck of cards, custom-created for their
event so that our activity was not just inspiring conversation and interaction in the
moment, but would hopefully "spark the next six months" of activity for the group,
in conjunction with activities for the rest of that day-long meeting.
Denise Lindstrom, PhD - Assistant Professor & Coordinator, Master of Arts and
Certification Program, West Virginia University; Editor, theJournalof Digital
Learning and Teacher Education
Dr. Lindstrom wrote a blog entry for Reich's EdTech Teacher blog before it closed,
describing the process of integrating Committee ofN and other games into her
practice, particularly after working with Meredith. She wrote, "my primary
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motivation for using Committee ofN was to help preservice teachers to develop an
appreciation for game-based learning and experience the positive effects of
playfulness while learning, I wanted to avoid assigning typical tasks associated with
traditional learning like lengthy reading and lectures."
Shakhnoza Kayumova - Assistant Professor, STEM Education & Teacher
Development, University of Massachusetts, Dartmouth
Dr. Kayumova found Committee ofN via the Innovative New Spaces for Practice and
Rehearsal in Education (INSPIRE) program, organized by the MIT Teaching Systems
Lab (TSL). INSPIRE is a fellowship program at MIT for teacher educators interested
in playful practice spaces-and Dr. Kayumova, "was excited to participate in the
workshop because of my interest in possibilities for co-design, develop, implement,
and evaluate spaces of teacher education and learning."
She described her teaching practice, in which she was already using playful methods
in class, saying:
In my classes, pre-service teachers are positioned as inquirers of their
knowledge and practice. We engage in drama and simulations with my preand in-service teachers about what they are learning, in what ways they can
translate their knowledges into practice, and document those practices in a
way that they can reflect, evaluate, and transform their knowledges and
practices in a playful manner.
Dr. Kyumova employed Committee ofN in a context very different from our
introductory courses at MIT, a Masters level ESOL (English as a Second Language)
course:
In this particular course, preservice teachers and inservice teachers from
different backgrounds and contents areas learn about theories of language
acquisition and combine them to theories of learning in order to develop
knowledge and skills to apply them in their classroom pedagogy working
with culturally and linguistically diverse learners. I wanted the teacher
candidates and in-service to engage with concepts presented to them in the
cards as they think about designing a learning environment for a school or a
classroom with a large population of culturally and linguistically diverse
learners. My goal was to use the game as an entry-point to open up a
conversation with my students about how different and at times
contradictory perspectives and values about education and learning co-exist
together at the macro, meso, and micro levels.
Jillian Perlow McGraw - Director of Teacher Education, University of Virginia Curry
School of Education
Dr. McGraw is one of two professors at the Curry School at the University of Virginia
that I spoke to. These professors had been exposed during a visit by Justin during
which he presented the game. Jillian described being instantly enthusiastic about
the game. There was some question as to whether it could be used in Contemporary
Issues in education class, but one day shortly after Justin's demonstration, she
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encountered her senior colleague and the instructor for that class at the copier. The
senior colleague just blurted out enthusiastically, "I want to play that game!" And
Jillian replied, "I want to help you play that game!" Dr. McGraw said of her
motivation to use the game, that she, "liked the idea that it created a higher level of
thinking about these values."
Ultimately, the game was deployed in the summer session. She found it to be a good
way to get conversations going. She liked getting students to talk about the types of
things the see in the field and the values that underlie them, to get them talking
about what happens when pedagogical values work really well together, and what
happens when they don't-when instructors are forced to think about competing
values. Some examples Dr. McGraw cited include either differing values with team
members or a teacher being beholden to two divisions or initiatives don't really
work together, but they're expected to do both.
In the course, the students focused on Phase I of the game, with small groups getting
one design element, and three values cards, Dr. McGraw says her students got it
quickly, and they were off and running in 20 minutes. Some of the groups went deep
on creating one designed element, and some groups knocked out a bunch. After a
time, she conducted a share out of the students' discussions and experiences. Why
did you design that? Where do you see that? In the hopes of uncovering things
values didn't work together and relevant situations the students had seen in their
different field placements.
Adria Hoffman - currently Anna Lou Schaberg Professor, Virginia Commonwealth
University School ofEducation;at the time of the interview, Director of Clinical
Practice and Partnerships, University of Virginia Curry School ofEducation
Dr. Hoffman also encountered Committee ofN at Justin's presentation at the Curry
School. Of her decision to use the game, she said, "I decided to try this as a way to get
them talking with more depth about context and policy and how that then impacts
the ways in which we word, and describe, and model and prepare." Dr. Hoffman
used the game in two different courses, one for master teachers for their teacher
education program, and one doctoral level course. In our interview, she really
emphasized the unique placement of UVA and its influence on the gameplay in her
classes. By her description, one can leave campus, drive ten minutes, and arrive at a
school with urban conditions-a sizable portion of the students living in subsidized
housing, 70 languages spoken by students, 72% of students on free or reduced
lunch. Fifteen minutes away from that school is a school is a rural school,
surrounded by cows and fields, and ten minutes away from that school is a, "more
typical white predominantly Christian middle class school," as one might encounter
in mass media. She relayed that the master teachers in particular could be stunned
by the trauma response centers or school resource officers found in one another's
schools. Dr. Hoffman relayed that these discussions helped them, "realize all the
things that looked new to them when they started in their building."
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The game went well in the master teacher course, after some early uncertainty. The
lessons in the second course, the doctoral course, were more fraught, and led to
discussions about the game being "too hard," which will be discussed further below.
In both cases though, she was glad to have used the game at the end of the course,
when students had more trust and comfort with one another in order to be able to
discuss serious issues in depth.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Many of the designed benefits that these users of Committee ofN observed and were
excited about are those that we designed into the game and observed in our own
classroom (namely making speaking to one another and making connections
between the course content and their experiences). Lindstrom, in her blogpost,
offers these comments about the game functioning as expected:
What would it take to mobilize the learning properties of these online spaces
to make the learning in school become more interest-driven, inquiry-based,
and reliant on peer-to-peer learning? . . One way to breathe innovation into
classrooms is to model alternative modes of learning in teacher education
courses through game-based learning.
Initially, I was pleased with the levels of engagement I observed during game
play. Teacher candidates were engaged in intense discussions throughout the
class session. These conversations primarily revolved around their own
schooling experiences and personal theories about how people learn best. I
also circled the room providing reassurance when they were on the right
track, redirecting and providing additional resources to students developing
what I preservatives to be a misconception.
As I circled the room, I noticed that the game was helping pre-service
teachers to make connections between educational theories and their own
schooling experiences. I was thrilled. As I teacher educator I often modeled
collaborative learning experiences in my teacher education, but this level of
engagement during committee was higher and more student driven.
For Kayumova's students, this discussion allowed them to break down broad
conceptions of how we talk about ideas in education in favor of driving down to
deeper discussions of what we really mean when discussing a term like, "whole
child education." In her blog post, she wrote:
However, as the students in my class began playing the game, it became
obvious to us all that many of the educational perspectives and concepts that
we "think" we "know" and take for granted were actually very abstract. For
example, when we talked about whole child education we quickly realized
that everyone had a different idea of the term and none of our definitions or
understandings were based on existing research literature. It was interesting
to observe for everyone how when some of the designs perspectives based
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on "whole child education" approach, in practice would reflect behaviorist
approach to teaching and learning, while others'would reflect rote-learning,
or direct instruction. These design based contractions allowed teachers and
teacher candidates to unpack theoretical ideas in practice and we came to the
conclusion that neglecting a shared understanding or literature could result
in contradictory practices. Taking the abstract concept of "whole child
education" and having to enact that perspective in a concrete school and
classroom learning design enabled us to unpack these ideas, resulting in a
great conversation.
Hoffman saw something similar with her master teachers, who were initially
somewhat hesitant, somewhat reluctant and puzzled by conflicting values. In
contrast to novice students, these experienced teachers were re-modeling their
existing practices and ideas in their heads, not just prospective ones. She says:
At first they were like, 'WHAT ON EARTH?! Why would this go with this?'and
I was like, 'well, based on what you told me about your school this
semester...' and they were like, 'Oh.' ... They really got into, 'what could it be?
If I could re-design the world, what could I do? Or if I could redesign the way
my team works for novice teachers entering my building and I rethink
professional development for those teachers on my team, what could I do?'
So that was pretty fun.
These are all behaviors that we had designed for and had seen at MIT, and it was
good to see them occurring in other sites without much guidance. Moreover, it was
encouraging to see that experienced teachers could still get just as involved as
novices. Novices could have conversations about their own experiences in schools
and their prospective visions, while more experienced students could unpack jargon
and experienced teachers could engage with the ideas that shape their practice in a
way that they aren't normally allowed or encouraged to do.
PerspectiveBroadening
These educators also found that the game is a good bridge between the abstraction
of the classroom and practice. There is an expansion towards a change in practice
that has the possibility to transform the profession. Hoffman lamented that too
often, teacher education is, "I'm going to show you how to teach, and you emulate
it." Lindstrom, in her blogpost, described this kind of practice as having an "inertia"
within the field, saying, "Although the modes for learning have dramatically
changed, pedagogical practices in school remain focused on traditional linear,
passive, and static such as textbooks and videos. This inertia is not surprising, as
teachers tend to teach the way they were taught."
Kayummova began to wonder about her own practice and about the practices of the
field. This new modality made her deeply consider the possibilities that live in
heterogeneous approaches:
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After this rich conversation that stemmed from using games as learning tools
in my classroom, I began to wonder why we don't use games as tools to teach
more often. Part of this notion may be the idea that games are fun or easy,
that rigorous learning can't also be fun. My students had fun playing the
game and seemed to enjoy the process. However, there was also this sense
that learning was a important matter and therefore had to be approached
with "seriousness." I find this dichotomy to be historically situated in
Cartesian duality of reason vs. emotion. We learn from fun, we learn from
games, we learn from sorrow, we learn by reading, and thinking. I find it
important that teachers and teachers candidates do experience learning in
these heterogeneous ways so they can validate and enact diverse ways of
knowing and being in the classroom learning. For instance, there were parts
of the game when my students felt frustrated or struggled with some of the
conceptual challenges. I have tried to celebrate those challenges and
reposition them as generative and aa productive struggle. During these
productive struggles, students engaged in thoughtful conversations. They
connected theoretical ideas and practical approaches to the everyday
teaching and learning scenarios.
Hoffman's master teachers said something similar: "They said that that was really
interesting because they were beginning to reconsider their agency in terms of
teacher policy, teacher prep policy and practice." Hoffman invoked the popular
parable of the fish that is unaware of the water in which he swims. She saw her
master teachers make self-reflective and collaborative moves at the same time, with
her students saying things like, "I forgot how different my school is from other
schools around me until I was sitting in a group, talking about what this looks like
and someone said,'we never do that.''This is what assessment means here, and this
is what assessment means in your school, and we're 10 miles from each other."' At
the end of her course, the master teacher students were saying things like, "I didn't
realize I could do this - our job is to tell experts from the University if [the student
teachers] were good or bad."
McGraw described this as being a challenge of a teacher education problem more
generally, saying that student teachers and perhaps teachers in general really need
to wrestle with the difference between a School of Education "best practice" and the
rules or policies that constrain their actions in their actual classrooms. She said, "I
really liked that the game was so open-ended... If you give them that flexibility, they
come up with something that you haven't thought of, so I didn't want to be driving
them to one particular answer," adding that, "the game worked because it provided
multiple routes." She said she sees Committee ofN as a way for students to go into
field placements having a bunch of different lenses to think about why something [in
the school] might be the way it is instead of going to an immediate evaluation as to
whether it's good or not-whether the student would do it that way or not.
McGraw said the program wants their students to be able to make some of their own
decisions, but they need to be in the mindset - "why am I doing this? Why is this this
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way? What are the different values that have gone into shaping things this way?
How can I change it and make my own professional decisions?"
Fishman of Deans for Impact believed that teachers taking hold of the design of
learning could be important for teaching as a profession, saying, "it's a deprofessionalizing mindset to think that you're responsible just for your classroom,
and otherwise it's all broken outside of it. The profession taking ahold of the design
of learning could be incredibly empowering." All of these practitioners see the field
as disempowered and doing things by rote, even as they and the field around them
are yearning to do something different, potentially something deeper. They seemed
to find the opportunity to reconsider their practice to be empowering.
Ambiguity About How to Prepare
One of the major issues that faced these instructors though was determining exactly
how to prepare students for this activity. There are clear anxieties about how much
information is too much to provide. This was the major focus of Lindstrom's
blogpost, enabling her to develop the framework of whether students were learning
THROUGH the game or FOR the game:
In planning for the course, I was concerned that the pre-service teachers in
my introductory education course would feel uncomfortable if I only gave
them the cards and the instruction to "find out more about these ideas and
design a school". I wondered how much knowledge of educational theories,
history of American schooling and instructional approaches pre-service
teachers needed prior to playing the game. Should I assign readings or let
them find answers to their questions on their own as they played the game?
Essentially, should pre-service teachers learn these ideas THROUGH playing
the game instead of FOR the game.
On the other hand, I worried that not arming preservice teachers with a basic
understanding of educational theories and instructional strategies prior to
playing they might become overly frustrated, undermining the motivating
potential of game. Additionally, I worried that incomplete knowledge of
educational theories prior to playing might reinforce misconceptions.
Despite my concerns, I decide to experiment with learning THROUGH the
game. For the first round of the game I put students into pairs, provided a
brief explanation of the game and told them to use the internet to clarify
terminology and develop an understanding of educational theories and
purposes of schooling presented on the cards.
Despite the anxieties, Lindstrom still said in a subsequent conversation that she's
not convinced that it is a good idea to give the students a bunch of readings in
advance. Hoffman, for her part, was able to elaborate that learning the facts was less
important than some of her other goals for the participants in her program,
especially the master teachers:
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. . the overarching piece is to empower them. Period. [That] they feel
connected to our University teacher prep program, that they feel connected
to our team, and that they can contribute to it rather than serve
peripherally...If some of them missed the mark on a few key constructs, I
don't care, I really don't. Hopefully we will continue to develop relationships,
sustain them as mentor teachers and continue to improve clinical practice.
But if I can get them to feel like they're connected to us, and they feel
empowered, we're going to be ready...leaps and bounds ahead of where we
are.
It was something of a relief that others were struggling with exactly how to prepare
students for this activity, especially with regard to how much factual information
students should know coming in. It was also disappointing, as it would have been
great to have someone provide a tidy solution! (I kid.) Lindstrom's perspective on
learning FOR the game vs. learning THROUGH the game is invaluable though and
may help frame future design sprints on that problem. Even as we recover from an
era of overtesting, I feel relieved that the game's focus on educating for students'
interpretive knowledge framework and its casual relationship to precise, factual
information is on the right track..
OtherFrustrations
Other, smaller frustrations also cropped up, many of which we had seen in our
classroom as well. McGraw noted that when a group of her students for the
notoriously and deliberately bedeviling "Theory of Recollection" learning theory
card came up, her students just kind of avoided dealing with it at first. She wryly
observed, "our students don't like to ask for help," which absolutely resonates with
our experiences at MIT. It did encourage her to think about ways to explain the card
that it drew on what the student already knew.
Lindstrom and McGraw both brought up a somewhat thorny problem for the
widespread use of the game, in that there are almost necessarily different ways to
understand the words on the cards and the taxonomy of the cards. McGraw noted
that there were no misunderstandings of terms that they couldn't resolve, but that
having some different terms might make the game feel more relatable in various
local contexts. Lindstrom's issue was thornier in that in the careful taxonomy she
was teaching her students, the "School of One" card would probably be better
described as a program than an instructional approach.
Hoffman's master teachers did struggle somewhat initially to make connections, or
to blend their ideas. "I was surprised at how long it took them to make some of the
connections...OK, I have a Masters in social foundations and they don't," she said.
Her students struggled, for instance, to imagine how assessment could be shaped by
the ideas on the values cards. "It was almost like they thought of these things in
isolated bubbles, and not how they connected."
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Hoffman's situation with her second course-a six student doctoral seminar, not the
master teacher course-is more difficult. While her challenges may not seem
immediately pertinent to Committee ofN, it is worth noting it as a situation in which
Committee ofN may have trouble functioning. Hoffman's seminar contained two
students (one third of the class) who seemed to have had very bad experiences as
teachers before joining the doctoral program. Hoffman was teaching how to coach
student teachers, and her students were extremely reluctant to embrace this
paradigm as a result of their experiences or because of the generally disempowering
experience of being a doctoral student. She said that when it came to playing
Committee ofN, a lot of the distinctions were made between what is and what could
be, and that, "helping them make that flip was reeeeeally challenging...They were so
frustrated...they were just like no, you can't do anything. Someone's going to tell me
no." Even when it came to making decisions about what their roles should be in
relationship to student teachers, the discussions became fraught during the game.
Hoffman characterized their discussions saying, "'What do I believe is right?''Where
am I with my administration?' Or 'Where was I with my administration?''How do I
help a pre-service teacher make sense of this?''Should we? Should we help a teacher
make sense of this? OR is that going to provide such a level of cynicism that they
won't complete their teacher ed program?' They're wrestling with some serious
issues." She actually thought the students might have enjoyed the game the first
time, but when she offered to start the next class with it, they refused. They said the
game was "too hard," and they were unable to explain beyond that.
These challenges are incredibly pernicious. It is important that student teachers be
able to understand the meanings of the text on the card, and it is even more
important that they do not feel so utterly abused by the system that they cannot be
moved to consider that the world could be different or that it might feel good to
support a younger colleague. As a designer, I feel more empowered to handle the
former, and I believe McGraw has already suggested at least one portion of the
answer below-the inclusion of blank cards so that teacher educators can make their
own cards.
Generativity
Another theme from these practitioners was that the game was generative both for
their students and for their own practice. As Lindstrom wrote in her blogpost, "Well
designed games share many of the attributes of innovative learning environments.
Games are generative in that they can unfold in many different ways. They also
provide an interactive context for players to explore their beliefs and confront
misconception as players work to meet the objective of the game (Gee, 2004)."
Hoffman was moved by the questions that could come out of the game play, and the
opportunities to model new questions that arose from game play:
They had some really interesting questions that came out of it, and that was
great, and I was able to facilitate some really good like conversations about
do we want to answer these questions, to we want to find responses to these
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questions, or is it more important to generate better questions? Or to
generate a subset of those questions afterward to guide us, so that was kind
of fun." They were asking about given reality, or funding, could we even do
this. Is the question 'can we or can't we,' or is it about finding what funding to
reallocate? For assessment, what is the role? They had been talking about
that all semester. They had had conversations about "What do we mean by
assessment, and where do those assessments go?"
For Kyumova, it generated a new assignment:
Playing the game was a different type of fun - productive and generative
fun. In the context of the game and playing the game, the students were
deeply engaged in thinking about and discussing theories of learning in a way
they would not have otherwise done had they just read about the concepts.
Thinking about these ideas is not easy, but it can be an excellent opportunity
to learn. In the class, we were also studying many other abstract concepts.
After doing the game in class, I challenged my students to pick four of the
readings we were doing about language development and to create a game
like Committee ofN so they could understand those concepts.
And for McGraw, she saw it as generating a taste for change within her department,
exciting professors about things that they rarely had time to think about. She said,
"I'm so excited that you guys are doing this kind of work. We get so focused on the
kinds of things that need to get done, we don't find time to think creatively about
how to get students to think deeply in our teaching." She said the game had,
"breathed new life into the ways that we think about these activities," saying also
that there was a "larger department-wide interest in understanding the forces that
shape schools and the underlying values." This is echoed in a student that Lindstrom
quoted at the beginning of her blogpost, saying, "Committee ofN was interesting to
me because it gave me hope that someone is out there thinking of ways to make
school a better experience for children." (The hesitation that the latter comment
provides is that the student may not yet have internalized that this could be their
responsibility as well.)
This piece of these discussions was incredibly important to me, as the game
functioning as a generator of new practice is about as high an achievement as I could
have dreamt of for Committee ofN. Changing practice in the classroom, in
departments, and also within the game is a beautiful thing. Something crucial for me
as a designer though is that the game is being used more or less "correctly" in all of
these contexts, which implies that the kind of trust implied by an underspecified
learning tool could well be warranted.
Flexibility; New Materials
These instructors praised the game's flexibility, discussing the myriad ways they
modified the game. McGraw said, "The best part is the flexibility - I want to use it in
a different way with my students who are either undergrads or grads just starting,"
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to help them avoid judging the things they see in the field, as Hoffman describes. She
said that due to the flexibility, she would spend more time on the terms, pre-assign
terms and give them time to work, play the game with a little more structure, and
ask them questions like,"how will you take this into your practice?" Hoffman prechose her cards and tied the conversations more closely to the conversations that
were already happening in her class. She felt this was appropriate for more
experienced teachers who needed to engage deeply on a small number of topics as
opposed to conduct a survey of all of the ideas in the decks.
In addition to new cards, these educators made other modifications to their courses
or made other supporting materials for the activity (or conceived of them to create
for next time). In Lindstrom's blogpost, she describes a number of new activities and
approaches that she used to customize Committee ofN:
At the end of the class session I had each pair share their favorite design
solution with the class and then reflect what they learned during game play
using the following prompt
• Name your favorite Theory of Intelligence, Purpose of Schooling,
Theory of Learning and Instructional Approach. Explain your choices.
• Did you get cards that seemed to mesh well together? Explain.
• Did you get a set of cards that seemed too contradictory to design a
school with? Explain.
Overall, student reflections demonstrated these preservice teachers were
developing a working knowledge of educational theories and while there was
evidence of misconceptions and incomplete understandings, it was clear the
game had captured their interest and seemed that I had achieved my primary
goal for playing the game; developing a interest to learn more about
educational theories and instructional approaches.
For homework I asked my preservice teachers to choose their favorite value
from each of the categories and bring a design solution based on those
choices to the next class session. During the next class meeting, I put
preservice teachers into groups of four to share their designed solutions and
work together to design a school. Again, I was impressed with the levels of
engagement as students argued for particular approaches and comprised
until agreement was reached on a single design solution. Each group created
a promotional video for their school design solution and presented them to
the class.
In a follow up conversation, Lindstrom indicated that she had her students draw
images of what collaboration with technology in the classroom could look like, and
although she had not systematically studied it, she saw an overall trend towards
technology on the side, incorporated into more collaborative face to activities, as
opposed to students all facing terminals. She also said she wanted to use the activity
to help students to develop a personal philosophy of teaching and indicated that her
intuition that she anticipated their responses to be more personalized.
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Hoffman felt like perhaps the students needed a sequence of guiding questions for
after the activity as, while some students could handle a freewheeling approach,
others needed a more linear approach. She conceived of it as potentially being an
almost superficial series of guiding questions. For instance, if the students were
doing a Professional Development Framework, the sequence of questions might be:
• If you were the instructional coach in a building and your school board has
just adopted X and you could request a budget, what kind of PD would you
like to be able to financially support?
• Should that budget be approved?
• What are the components that you would need to make PD successful in
order to meet your goals?
• Describe how you would provide support for those receiving the PD and
those providing the PD.
McGraw also responded to the need to support students learning about the various
cards by creating her own player aid, which she says saw a lot of use. Because many
of her students had not yet been in schools as an observer or student teacher, she
said a lot of the terms were "just sort of floating for them." Even the students who
had taught before needed translation help between the text on the cards and the
terms or ideas as they know and understand them. She had done some of this
anchoring and translation on her player aid and saw room to do more in a second
iteration.
McGraw's class also made a considerable modification by swapping out what would
have been Phase III of Iteration 3 with a similar school design activity that had been
independently designed by their colleague, Curry School professor Dr. Matthew
Wheelock. McGraw did indicate that the open-ended nature of Committee N drove a
more open-ended approach to that activity.
New Cards
McGraw and Hoffman both indicated that in their position in central Virginia, their
students found the lack of a "religious" or "moral" Purpose of Schooling card
confusing, as those words would describe their purpose for teaching better than any
of the existing cards. Hoffman characterized Virginia's general tenor with regard to
religious education to be similar to Massachusetts, but her students from other
places in the country, including the deep south and parts of Pennsylvania posed this
problem.
Another card or type of need that arose for both McGraw and Hoffman in Virginia is
something relating to the locus of power. In McGraw's class, the topic of a recent No
Homework policy was cascading through her class, particularly because Virginia's
site-based management policy meant that it was extremely challenging to predict
how it would be used. She wished that it was available for discussion with her class,
for instance to discuss if such a policy conflicted with the Flipped Classroom
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instructional approach. Hoffman saw a lot of challenge when her students discussed
site-based management, because of the variability it introduces into their
experience. She described their thinking as, "how do we make sense of [any given
value] in light of the fact that we are so site-based that this doesn't exist as a policy?"
Hoffman also asked for more cards related to arts/aesthetics/creativity education
and education in other "non-tested subjects." McGraw pushed for more element
cards so that she could do the exercise even more over the course of the semester
with fewer repeats. She also thought the inclusion of the purple Context cards was
important and she indicated she hoped to use them in the coming semester. Finally,
McGraw also mentioned what she described as "Apples-to-Apples blank cards" that
she could customize, perhaps revealing that she understands the activity deeply.
For our visit with Deans for Impact, they asked us to create a custom deck for them,
and they actually went ahead and designed the game themselves based on their own
expertise. Although they had no game designers (or even self-avowed board gamers
who might enjoy creating their own house rules) to guide them, the game's
simplicity seemed to allow them to create an experience they were satisfied with
after playing Committee ofN a few times. Committee ofN's use of "families" or "suits"
allowed them to organize the ideas and thoughts that they wanted the Deans to
interact with and engage with into their own provocative, contrasting groupings.
Fishman said that the deans think often think about the items on the cards as
barriers to doing things, and DFI hoped that the game play could drive discussion
about how to work with them. Fishman felt that while deans have their own sets of
constraints, they picked their own set of ones that are top of mind for most of these
deans. Before the activity, he was curious to see if there would be a difference
between the deans from the more traditional teacher education programs and the
deans from less traditional programs like urban teaching academies.
Seeing new cards and activities is gratifying first because it means that people liked
your activity enough to add to it. It is also exciting because it means that the
underspecified nature of the game is functioning as intended.
OtherActivities
Finally, I wanted to note that my colleague, Meredith Thompson has created her
own card game for teaching culturally responsive mathematics techniques in the
second of our introductory teacher education classes, 11.125. Her approach mimics
Committee ofN, attaching ideas to cards, using colors to create relations between
ideas and allows for combinatory creativity and discussion.
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Today's Learning Goals:
1.
2.

Become familiar with ways to make culturally responsive classrooms
according to How People Learn //.
Select two ideas and incorporate into your school design.

What's on the cards?
Ideas mentioned in How People Learn,
with the page number indicated.
Find out more about those ideas.
Bring those ideas back to your school
design group.

Fig.22: A slidefrom Meredith'sgame, depicting her cards and context.

CONCLUSIONS
Following the engagement with the good work of these dedicated educators, it is
hard not to be a little proud of the work that Committee ofN has inspired. What is
even more exciting though is the work that these educators and sites are doing to
mutate the game. Broad swaths of the game we designed for our class at MIT were
not used. Hardly any of the sites used the second part, where students design a
school out of the parts they have made. One site used their own. These educators
came up with their own card subsets, their own player aids, and even their own
decks! This broad range of reactions and inspirations makes me think that one of
Committee ofN's key affordances is that it not only gives students new ideas to
follow, but it gives their instructorsnew ideas as well. Committee of N can function
like the set of unevenly cut straws described by Eleanor Duckworth and quoted
earlier in this dissertation, with the instructors in the role of Kevin, owning their
ideas and trotting happily away.
This is a very good thing, as these people know way more about schools than I do.
In an ideal world, Committee ofN can be supported as a space for teacher educators,
experienced teachers, and new teachers from a variety of different regions and
contexts can come together to discuss their practice and the affordances that shape
their day-to-day lives. What is particularly rewarding, as described above, is how
none of these educators described a poor implementation, from what I can gather at
a distance. This has a real and important implication for teacher education practice,
which is that these people should be trusted to make their own judgment calls. They
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should have the autonomy to make more moves to raise elevate the field, and they
should be given the invitation to do so at every turn. Their ideas, experiences, card
ideas, player aids, discussion formats and more can only make Committee ofN more
and more resilient, like brown's dandelions. In turn, they have certainly inspired me.
It is seemingly clear that Phase I is both the draw and the most useful piece of the
activity for these teachers. A small amount of randomness and the opportunity to
make something new out of their everyday lives certainly seems to appeal to
inquisitive teacher educators who want to drive deeper discussions and try new
things to make their classrooms multimodal and perhaps even more creative.
Further, the opportunity to discuss the ways in which school has shaped us and is
shaping us seems to only need a gentle push and permission to reconsider the world
around us. While this has not been systematically studied, my informal discussions
with educators and students indicate a somewhat cathartic relief in discussing
where we have been in schooling and the effects it has had on us.
It seems that perhaps the real seed of Committee ofN is that small amount of
uncertainty and the opportunity to reconsider one's everyday surroundings is
enough to get something started. Following brown, it has a fractal quality-the
interaction works in a small way and also seems to scale to larger situations, scaling
larger and larger, inviting people to reconsider that things could be other than they
are. As I write this, there is an initiative underway to release the ultimate boxed set
of Committee ofN cards. Perhaps the ideal outcome is eventually a deck of blank
cards that instructors can use to specify their needs precisely.
What I know for sure is that it is fun to feel free, and it is fun to see someone "get it."
If the cliches are true, ideas may be cheap, and ninety percent of everything may be
crap, but that just means we need more ideas to work with.
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CHAPTER5

CONCLUSIONS
Having completed this dissertation, I have a lot more respect for the Committee of
Ten. Doing things is hard. Yes, they conceived their work in an elite context, but then
they distributed it and it has been co-opted, critiqued, and revised endlessly over
the course of a century. demands you go it alone. And it remains to be seen whether
this project and others like it need someone at the helm, guiding the ship. There is a
project that has been slowly growing in the Teaching Systems Lab to put out a "final"
version of Committee of N. One hundred and forty cards is a possible number based
on the sizes of various card boxes at our distributor, thegamecrafter.com, and the
number of cards already described and implemented in our card universe already.
As I said in the last chapter, I don't wonder a little whether there should just be all
blank cards - we could just really stone soup this bad boy. In this day and age, we
could have teacher educators across the country creating their own decks and
sharing with them with one another, along with custom player aids, visual
organizers, sculpture kits...anything, really.
As a creator, I have a small voice inside me that thinks, "well, isn't that just a way to
avoid having someone deliver the ice-cold burn of 'Alphabetical' to a colleague in an
email, years hence?" But of course, the answer is that for the most part, people find
this thing graspable in short order, and they always know what they need on the
cards better than we do. And yet it is just so hard to do things sometimes. Teachers
are often found to be disempowered, and sometimes the person who should be
responsible has a psychospiritual crisis. If we can plant the seeds though, we should.
The deck could be a garden, tended gently over the decades, and eventually
abandoned when the soil is no longer fertile. In the meantime, there are fruits and
vegetables galore to be had. More often than not, teachers of every rank are ready to
be connected to one another, to connect to the future, and to connect to any
opportunity they find that just might transform their profession.
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What would Constructionist teacher education look like if these ideas took hold?
First, it would of course that these student teachers make something, and perhaps
their instructors would as well. As Silver points out, not enough people feel the
world is theirs to remake, theirs to see afresh and to pull apart and fuse together as
something new. My colleagues in the Teaching Systems Lab have started down this
path, creating interactive tools to investigate how teachers can better handle
awkward moments, better elicit student knowledge, and better handle
uncomfortable moments in teaching (say handling a confrontational parent).
Perhaps the rubric game, Metarubric,which asks teachers and student teachers
alike to reconsider how they assess their students is the most constructionist of
these interventions. As a final, summative project, these teacher-players can draw
their own movie poster as a product that reveals their thinking in unexpected ways
(and asks unexpected thinking of them). The insight at the core of Committee of N
was in part the simple revelation that teachersare creators, every day. The design,
maintenance, sustenance, and improvisational editing of the learning environment
that is their classroom is a supreme creative act, especially if it is done well and
effectively.
I think a second important aspect of Constructionist teacher education would be
that it would concern itself with Powerful Ideas. Papert is associated with gears
because of an essay he wrote called, "The Gears of My Childhood," in which he
describes his father, an auto mechanic, handing him the gears from a gearbox and
the mystery Papert found in the ways in which the teeth on these circles of different
sizes could fit together and do new things in different combinations. Papert was of
course falling in love with the idea of ratio, and with all manner of ideas from
physics that I lack the training to really elaborate on here. For teachers, there are
any number of powerful ideas - ideas that shape practice or shape interpretive
framework crucially. Constructionism itself, the recognition that a learner's ideas
about the world will appear both to the learner and their teacher or mentor in the
things they make in the world is a profound idea, and an actionable one. Educators
can understand something about the way they think about learning by analyzing the
designs they make for their learning environment and the tools they include.
Following Duckworth, we might also point out that a Constructionist teacher
education would allow for the creation of Wonderful Ideas, something that Papert
might have at least partially referred to them as Objects to Think With. This is to say
that a Constructionist teacher education should be have some provocative objects as
a part of it, something made of a deliberate collection of loose parts that allows
people to have their own revelations and ideas, and to understand the world in a
new way. Following Fredrich Froebel, these learning objects might perhaps be
underspecified: "...[w]hen we provide children with too finished playthings, we at
the same time deprive them of the incentive to perceive the particular in the
general, and of taking the means to find it (for example, to see in the general cubical
form, and in the grouping of the parts now a piece of furniture of a house or room,
now an animal etc.)" (1861).
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Student teachers are not children (if only technically), but they are certainly not of
Kindergarten age, and this is what I believe at least some of the value of
Transformative Learning Theory as an adult learning theory is useful. Adults
become committed to their ideas of the world, to their own interpretive
frameworks. In order to place them in a space where they can have new, Wonderful
Ideas, they must have underspecified tools to play, that introduce ambiguity and
risk, and allow them to have their own insights. Committee of N files the serial
numbers off of the school day and asks them to make it anew. Following Montfort's
investigations of future-making, you can allow them - you can trust them - to pick

what parts of what they know about human nature (or the world) they wish to
include, and which flights of fancy or absurdities or imaginative filigrees they
include. If they make mistakes or fail, because this is already a teacher education
context, they will have the opportunity to learn. What would it be like for student
teachers to try to build a class of students from scratch? To build a faculty? What
strange, unspecified, compellingly modeled loose parts could be grouped together to
give these learners new ideas?
The implied opportunity for discussion, for a mentor to discuss these new ideas and
experiences implied in the last paragraph brings us to two more important features
of a Constructionist teacher education, two ideas crucial to Papert - the Samba
School and Epistemological Pluralism. The Samba School is an approach to
education based in Papert's travels to Brazil, where he saw the ways in which some
communities would prepare for the elaborate samba performances at carnival:
While people have come to dance, they are simultaneously participating in
the choice, and elaboration of the theme of the next carnival; the lyrics sung
between the dances are proposals for inclusion; the dancing is also the
audition, at once competitive and supportive, for the leading roles, the
rehearsal and the training school for dancers at all levels of ability (1975).
In these schools, the activity is not constant, is not forced or drilled. People are there
and are encultured to be there to hang out, to try out ideas, to build something
together slowly. This kind of "small-d-democratic" thinking allows for an almost
distributed creativity where ideas, both wonderful and less so one presumes, can be
shared and accumulated to create a specific type of product. This was what we
attempted to do with our school design phase of Committee of N, but perhaps what
is more called for is a semester long section of class where we tell students that they
need to build a school as a class over the course of the semester. Perhaps it has the
features of schooling from the Committee of N deck, or another set of features
altogether. But perhaps, with a notion of what more-or-less needs to be made, and
the time to hang out and put these things together, they might have a better
experience.
Certainly, Epistemological Pluralism, the idea that different people look at the world
differently could be an important in a Constructionist teacher education, in blending
these ideas and decisions together. This idea might be innate - young adults
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certainly have a sense that others see the world differently from them. What may
need to be framed up for them is that this diversity of opinion should be welcomed
and celebrated, which is an idea that may be undervalued in individualistic societies.
Further, the idea that their ideas need not be devalued in the face of expert ideas
and opinions should be included, as a Constructionist teacher education would
solicit the ideas and input of others as they craft and shape something new in the
world. Their difference may be a new, much needed expertise, one that diverges
from and/or enhances our expert ideas.
As I said in the introduction, expertise and elite institutions likely still have an
important role to play in the ecosystem of teaching and learning, but the more we
can defer power to practitioners and help those practitioners manage that power,
the better our teaching and learning will surely be.
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